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THE 

POETRY PROJECT 
IN • ON • OR ABOUT THE PREMISES 

ANNOUNCEMENTS & READINGS 

te Poetry Project's Board of Directors is 

pleased to announce that the new Artistic 

Director of the Poetry Project will be Anselm 

Berrigan. He will assume his upcoming role 

when the present Director, Ed Friedman, leaves 

office at the end ofJune, 2003. 

Congratulations to our dedicated and 

wonderful volunteer Farin Sabur who has been 

acc.epted by the University of Pittsburgh and 

will be going there in the fall! 

Don't miss the last two reading; of the season: 

MONDA\; JUNE 2 
Sprilg Worbhop Recmg 
Participants &om the three Spring Writing 

Workshops of Jordan Davis, Sharon Mesmer, 

and David Henderson will read fiom their 

work. 8:00 p.m. 
WEDNESDAt JUNE 4 
Book Party cnl Poetry Recmg in memory of 

Suscm Cataldo 
A book party and reading to celebrate the 

release of two new Susan Cataldo titles: 

drenched: sekcted poems oJSusan Cataldo 1979-

1999 and The Mother Journal both &om 

Telephone Books. 

Poets reading fiom Susan's book will 

include Anselm Berrigan, Edmund Berrigan, 

Charlotte Carter, Ed Friedman, Rochelle Kraut, 

Bill Kushner, Maureen Owen, Bob Rosenthal, 

Tom Savage, Lorna Smedman, Don Yorty, and 

many more. Come help us celebrate the work 

and the life of Susan Cataldo. All proc.eeds fiom 

the sale of the books will be donated to Gilda's 

Club, New York. 7:00 p.m., free. 

BERNADETTE MAYER SUMMER WORKSHOPS 

Interested in a weekend filled with poetry "away 

fiom it all"? E-mail psgood@hotmail.oom or 

write to Poetry Workshop, 53 Tsatsaw.wa 

Lake Rd, East Nas.wi, NY 12062. Weekend 

workshops will be one-on-one or very small 

groups, running thoughout the summer. Arrive 

Friday, leave Sunday. Write for funher details. 

BLOGROLLING 

This will be the last isrue of the Newsletter the 

two of us will edit-overall its been a great, 

though admittedly exhausting, experience. We 

simply .can't keep up with it Besides, we've been 

noticing a trend in our-and many others'-writ

ing and reading habits: we're spending more and 

more of our time online-specifically, on bl<>!}5. 

Brian Kim Stefans, in his column last isrue, 

provided a nice introduction to the relatively 

recent e-venue. Anyone who picked up on his 

lead and visited a few of the URls he mentioned 

knows what we mean when we say that the 

weblog--an often fiee website generally used as a 

public diary-is quickly becoming one of the 

most interesting, varied, fluid, and even addictive 

venues for many poets and their readers. 

For our last issue, we want to share with 

you some sense of our own experience in blog

land. The actual "experience"-reading one 

blog then clicking to another, often via links 

embedded in a blogger's text-is not repro

ducible' in print. Bloggers read each other, and 

increasingly bloggers have begun to engage in 

extended dialog (see for instance, in this issue, 

the conversation between K. Silem 

Mohammad, &om his blog {lime tree}, with 

Josh Corey, furn his blog Cahiers de Corey). 

The blog, like the listserv before it, has fostered 

a virrual community. 
That said, we thought it would be interest

ing to download some of our own favorite posts 

fiom a dozen or so bloggers, and see how they 

read in cold type on the page. Obviously, the 

semi-"real time" experience that is blogging is 

lost. But one does have the sense of the varieties 

of ways in which bloggers are using the medi

um. Included here are manifestos, reports of 

readings and other events, diary entries, political 

commentary, poems, literary criticism, and 

more. The writing ranges fiom fairly formal and 

measured to completely spontaneous; from seri

ous and/or analytical to warm and fuzzy. 

Although ecc.enuicities of spelling, puncruation, 

and so on, are part of the mix-indeed, can be 

part of the pleasure of reading a variety of 

biogs-we've "standardized" these excerpts. 

Generally, however, we've left them unedited. 

. We asked_N!ck Piombino, whose own blog, 

Fait Aa:ompli, IS one of the most interesting 

(and increasingly popular) uses of the form, to 

write up a more detailed consideration of his own 

experiences reading and writing bl<>!}5, so we'll 

end here. Except to say this: What follows is 

me~ a taste; the real activity is happening 

online. Our hope is that this sample might 

encourage even the most skeptical of readers to 

take a look at the real thing. 
-Nada Gurdon & Gary Sullivan 

CONFESSIONS OF A BLOG ARTIST 

In his introduction to the 14th Volume of Paul 

Valery's Collected Works (~ published 

by the Bollingen Foundation in 1970, W.H. 

Auden wrote: "From the age of twenty, Valery 

made it his daily habit to rise before dawn and 

and spend two or three hours srudying the inte

rior maneuvers of his freshly-awoken mind" 

Auden quotes Valery: "I never dreamt that one 

day I would have these fiagments printed as 

they srood ... there are times when one has to 

give way to the preposterous desires oflovers of 

the spontaneous and ideas in the rough." It was 

my good fortune to discover these translations 

in the early 70s. I had already read many other 

literary diaries: Kafka's, and especially the diary 

of Cesare Pavese, the Italian novelist of the 

1950s who wrote the final entry to his diary the 

moment before he committed suicide: "I won't 

write anymore." These translations were titled 

"The Burning Brand" in one edition and "This 

Business of Living" in the other. I had discov

ered some beautiful examples of belles-lettres in 

the latter part of its development 

Once introduced to the diary as a form of 

belles-lenres I further explored literary corre

spondences and their outgrowths, literary essays 

and briefer prose forms like analects and apho

risms. In all of these forms, Valery is, of course, 

the modern master. Written off now by many of 

the avant-garde cognoscenti of his own country 

for being too establishment and square in the 

latter part of his life, for me the p~ he used to 

divine his insights was at least as valuable as his 

very useful and fascinating theoretical writings. In 

her poetry workshop in the early 70s, Bernadette 

Ma}:r encouraged my interest in prose. After 

reading Valery I realized how a literary journal 

would offer me the fonn I could work in most 

productively and oornfortably. Since then, most 
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of m_y writing is done in my journal. 
Oa:as10nally I may burst into song and write a 
~- But I've been more interested, like Valery, 
m the process of poetic creativity and in looking 
at poems as examples of that process. 

I had been working like this, and also 
drawing shon ~ys out of the ideas from these 
journals, when I met Charles Bernstein in 
1975. In 1978 he began asking me to put into 
writing ideas that sometimes emerged from our 
monolithic telephone conversations. 
Sometimes he would say: "Why not write that 
up the way you just said it; that can be your 
next article for L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E" For 
the next few years I drew brief articles on poet
ics out of my journals and published them in 
various magazines, including Leland Hickman's 
Temblor. My journals were mounting and my 
time was too limited to transform the ideas I 
was thinking about into literary works. I was in 
training to becoming a psychoanalyst, plus 
keeping a full time job as a social worker. I 
began to draw aphorisms out of my journals 
and publish them. 

In 1999 Douglas Messerli started Green 
Integer. These are essentially books of belles
lettres in that familiar compact literary format 
favored for decades in Europe. I loved Messerli's 
interest in exploring place and time in his pub
lishing ventures and was delighted when he 
asked: "Why don't you do a book of your theo
retical objects?" I agreed and later used the text 
of his suggestion as my title: Theoretical Objects. 
I understood that through my journal writing I 
had moved towards a form of poetics that 
brought together a poetic, diarist, and literary 
impulse, a form of poetics that also imagines 
itself to be a kind of prose poetry. I included my 
"automatic" manifestoes, maxims and apho
risms in this category. One of my principles in 
this book was to make it achronological. The 
late Ramez Quereshi noted this in his leners to 
me and in his review of the book. I was experi
menting here with ways of bringing various 
poetic and autobiographical eras and ideas into 
juxtaposition within my consciousness. I was 
also consciously defying traditional literary 
ideas about literary development. I began to see 
that many of my literary ideas appeared to be 
"always already'' completely present, and that 
the task was as much to search the past, tunnel
ing back in time to excavate ideas and objects as 
in going "forward" to "discover" new ideas. 

When 9/11 struck I felt a strong need for 
literary community and dialogue. I began to 
communicate frequently with poets on the 
Buffitlo Poetics List. I participated in a dialogue 
with Barren Wanen, which has been published 
online and in print by Chain 0uliana Spahr and 
Jenna Osman). Soon I noticed I appreciated 
and enjoyed the dailiness of communication 
with writers very much. Afi:er over a year of this, 
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and over 100 posrs later, I received leners from 
Gary Sullivan and Ron Silliman recommend
ing that I start a blog. 

There had been debates on the Poetics List 
about the value of biogs as compared to discus
sion groups or lisrs. A very interesting blogger 
with a lot of technical and academic knowhow, 
Brandon Barr (see http://texturl.net), made a 
comment one day that struck me deeply: "Lisrs 
progress through dissent; blogging progresses 
through consensus." 

I had given a reading with Gary Sullivan 
and Ann Tardos at the Drawing Center series 
curated by Lytle Shaw. Gary came over for a visit 
and we talked about biogs. He said "Get an idea 
of what you want to do and a title to go with 
that." After reading biogs for awhile and realizing 
that they were daily journals, I thought of my 
own journals filled with unpublished literary 
writings. I had thought of typing these up many 
times before, but what was the point? Now I 
could start exploring them, and at the same time 
publish them and share them with others. 

One of the constant themes in my journal 
writing has been the complex nature of time. I 
thought of one of my favorite movies touching 
on psychoanalysis: Spellbound. I thought about 
how I visualii.ed these meditations on the past 
and future, especially in poetics and poetry as a 
kind of time travel. Walking around Central 
Park on a cold day in January I thought of the 
title "Fait Accompli." The subtitles became: 
"Spellbound Speculations ... T1me Travel." I 
chose a permanent cyber-address: n.ickpiombino 
.blogspotcom. 

I opened "Fait Accompli" on February 11, 
2003. To my amazement this event was imme
diately announced on one of my favorite sites, a 
poetry audio and news site called "A Laurable 
Log," www.laurable.com/log. Over the next 
month I noticed that many others were linking 
to my site and I linked back to theirs. Soon I 
found our in various ways that others were actu
ally reading my blog, in that they sometimes 
commented on things I had published. I enjoyed 
this and began reciprocating frequently. 

Since February I have blogged nearly every 
day. I'm spending much of my time writing my 
blog, writing to other bloggers, reading their 
biogs and responding to them. My blog keeps 
evolving, as all my projects in poetics and poet
ry tend to do. 

There are so many aspects of the relation
ships that emerge among bloggers I find 
extremely interesting and valuable. The fact that 
many bloggers encourage lener-writing opens 
up another facet of response and interaction. 
I've sent leners to Gary Sullivan and Ron 
Silliman, which each published on their biogs 
prior to my starting "Fair Accompli." 

I have begun a literary c.ollaboration with 
Stephanie Young, whose "Well Nourished 

Moon" (stephanieyoung.blogspotcom) is 
inspiration to many bloggers. Stephanie and~ 
wrote a month-long (April, 2003) book of post
card poems, which will be published by Poeuy 
Expresso this summer. 

My little blogging community is spaced 
out all over the country-from New York to 
Boston to Las Vegas to Montana to various 
parrs of California to Canada. Caterina Fake 
(http://caterina.net), who lives in Vancouver, 
cold me that she started blogging in 1999 and 
now has 2,000 hirs a day! 

The business-as-usual activity of everyday liter
I ary life, which includes constant and never

ending contention, leads more and more to 
poers writing in very similar styles. The paradox 
is, it seems to me, that the more poers experi
ence contention &om one another, the more 
their work tends to become alike. In the het
erodox world of blogging, much variation and 
idiosyncrasy can be encouraged or at least toler
ated, because the atmosphere while occasional
ly containing conflict is mostly one of writers 
following and responding to each others biogs 
with interest. Bloggers have also become 
increasingly more interested in reading each 
others non-blogged literary objects, and even in 
the works each other are reading. 

With most bloggers, you have the sense of 
being invited over ( to their blog, of course) for 
a chat which is very unlike the one-way street of 
culture industry products. I think this could 
create much more space for a collaborative and 
interactive literary community. Contentious
ness may seem so frank and honest, bur since 
most writers feel the need to be interested in 
advancing their own work and names, how can 
you believe their critical opinions which natu
rally tend to be advantageous towards them
selves? Blogging offers an alternative where each 
person is their own literary producer and oper
ates from a perspective of equality to neighbor
ing biogs or the universe of biogs. There are 
groups, or clusters, of biogs, but these are fluid 
in allowing growth and change. It seems to me 
that the more a blogger can allow their ideas 
and personalities to emerge on their blog, in a 
way that can be comfonably read, the more 
they can connect with other people. While 
some therapists call blogging an addiction, I 
think it allows for innumerable productive 
interactions partly because what has been said 
can be later reread and reviewed. I think blog
ging conversations and interactions allow for 
many levels of creative exchange and c.ollabora
tion that may be harder to achieve in the com
petitive and necessarily restrained atmosphere 
of live literary events and gatherings. 

"Fait Accompli" was created to allow for a 
form of poetics that can move through space and 
time multidimensionally. Connections between 
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people, between ideas, between texts are cracked 

very complexly through layers of space and time 

on search engines, particularly Google, and are 

consrantly offering new ways fur people to find 
each other and access each other around specific 
projects and ideas. But how durable are these 
emerging contexts? While it is true chat bound
aries between reader and writer, person and text 

have been irrevocably altered, at the sanie time 
bloggers sometimes become uncomfortable with 
the interactive aspects. 

The $64,000 question: how long will it all 
last? This humorous post comes from Jim 
Behrle's blog (jism.blogspot.com): 

Let's start a poetry blog dead pool Whose webwg 
will be next to push up daisies? Enjuy and benefit 
from the misfortune and fiustration of others with 
these current odds on the following biogs lasting 
another 30 days: 

Jordan Davis 5-1 
Stephanie Young 5-1 
Nick Piombino 4-1 
josh Conry 4-1 
John Erhardt 5-2 
David Hess 3-1 
Kasey Mohammad 3-1 
Drew Gardner 3-1 
Ron Silliman 3-1 
Eileen Tabios 3-1 
Sandra Simonds 2-1 
Jim Behrle Even Money 

Wiger often and heavHy. Note: blog must be dead, 

not un-updated Dead= embarrassing goodbye note 
that will be difficult to take back and will make 

everyone adjust their links {see Mister; Massey, 
Tijuana, etc.} No insider betting allowed, punks. 

But since there are so few productive yet spon
taneous ways for people to work together, I 
think blogging and whatever evolves from it will 
have a continuing life undergoing constant fur
ther developments. -Nick Piombino 

from lch Bin Ein Iraqi 
http:/ /blogs.salon.com/00bl 600 / 

APRIL 22, 2003 

I've wanted to write something more personal 
lately. I need to register a point of view, to dis

agree---wich what? Everything! It's all wrong, on 
so many levels. One that stuck in my craw was an 
infantryman quoted by CNN, calling Iraq "the 
ugliest desert I've ever seen." 

As in, "I've just hauled ass in my Humvee 
through the ugliest desert I've ever seen." 

The quote startled me into remembering 
that desert. Its lyricism was at each moment ron-

cradicted by the powdery gritty flatness under my 
feet. Ar. the horizon, dunes, their limber gentle 
curves oddly like nudes. On a hot day, in the dis
tance, dunes hovered over a silvery shimmer in 

the earth: Mirage. I always missed the moment 
of lift off. As the Landrover bounced and jerked 
forward, that watery sheen kept retreating. 
Whereas the actual ground beneath my two feet 

had the harsh detail of magnification, a disap
pointment. But it was strewn with stufE shards, · 
beads, assorted trash of thousands of years. 
Picking up a small roughly cut carnelian bead in 
what seemed like nowhere, no hIDitation of any 
kind visible anywhere on the horizon, a mystery. 
Had it f.tllen from a girl's neck 5,000 years ago, or 
fifry? Was she walking, riding a donkey, a camd? 
As I examined the bead in my palm a depth of 
time opened up & took me in. Perhaps I was 
standing at an ancient riverbank. Over the last 
few thousand years the rivers had meandered 
hundred of miles across that plain, at one time or 
another slipping under my feet. 

The Iraqi writer Betool Khedairi has said, 
"You cannot imagine the internal dialogue I have 
with my eight-thousand-year-old civilization 
every time I sit down at my desk." 

Depth of time. I read an amazing quote in 
a recent New l0r.kerfrom a nameless Iraqi doctor. 
"The sandstorm is coming back ... You can smell 
it. It smells like earth. Whenever I smell this, it 
reminds me of dead people. Think IDOut it. 
Think of Iraq's history. What is that history but 
thousands of years of wars and killing ... right 
back to Sumerian and Babylonian times. 
Millions of people have died on this earth and 
become part of it. Their bodies are part of the 
land, the earth we are breaching." 

I remember bones in a burial pot in the cor
ner of the archeological Im. After a fierce rain
storm the mound that covered the ancient city 
bloomed with pots, their burial incantations 
revealed by the flash floods chat followed the rain. 

When I read chat looters had ransacked the 
Baghdad museum I was grie&tricken. I was just a 
girl when I went there & my memory is sketchy, 
really just impressions: cool spacious halls that 
shdtered me past and a quality of ambient 
delight which I chink came from the director. I 
remember him as cordial and relaxed, known to 
my lather, hospitilile. 

When I read IDOut the looters, I was over
come by dread: how soon we are at the end of the 
beginning. The first moments of liberation were 
raped by American arrogance and carelessness. 
The despoliation of this museum is a cultural 
catasttophe of the first magnitude. 

For America, this has been a f.mtastical war: 

against an enemy and culture wholly misunder
stood, whose premises were deeply concealed in 
the murky waters of unverifiable suspicion. It's 
curious that Bush, known fur his Texas-style 
straight talk, Stakes the biggest wager of his presi-

dency on me intellectually rotten ground of para
noia. Straight talk has rarely been shown to be so 

dearly divorced from good judgment. There are 
no reasoned arguments in his mind, and so fur, 
no weapons of mass destruction in Iraq. 

My father romments that the extreme 
rightwing ideology infecting our government 
can't be separated from its sidekick, Christian 
fundamentalism. These people don't believe in 
evolution; why should they care what economists 
chink IDOUt meir economic policy? The value of 
reasoned argument and experienced judgment 
has withered across the nation as a result of the 
influence of these ideologues. More to the point, 
if Rumsfeld has rontempt fur the advice of his 
own advisors, why would anyone else's sugges
tions carry any weight? 

During the first Gulf War, American arche
ologists were in dose contact with the U.S. mili

tary on protecting the priceless cultural heritage 
of Iraq from the effi:cts of war. In GulfWar II, the 
American forces, responsible under the Geneva 
Convention for order and government in Iraq, 
made the choice to guard the oil ministry from 
looters and leave all other doors open to the 
mobs. If efforts to recover the collections fuil, the 
result of the looting will be infamy fur the United 
States. Artifacts forming a record of thousands of 
years of human civilization have been lost. It is a 
rip into the fabric of human culture. What has 
been lost is beyond valuing. Of course, any 
knowledgeable person could have predicted this, 
and many did No doubt religious bias played a 
role in this unspeakable carelessness, even though 
the objects were pre-Islamic. 

Osama bin laden and the Taliban demon
srrated the insufficiency of Islamic fundamental
ism as a basis for social and political life. Bush and 
his minions show that the defect is fundamental
ism, not Islam. 

The U.S. ha-. refum to alkm it5df to be judged 
in the Wodd Court, whooecharrer include. oyingfP,'
emment represencatM5 fur war crimes. Hem qw;idy 
that rdiml ha,; bocome rommient! The mooing 
may ncx anne soon, but ~ elm n.igedy in 
.&ighdad will be wideJstood a5 an Arnn= war crime. 

-Camilk Roy 

from Heaven 
http:/ /maireadbyrne.blogspot.com 

APRIL 15, 2003 
BAGHDAD 

lllhey come, we stop them and we pound 
them and mey go and when we stop they 

return." -Iraqi Minister of Information, 
Mohammed Saeed al-Saha[, April 5, 2003 

. if I leave Baghdad early towards Baghdad 
will never reach Baghdad will never come to 

Baghdad are nowhere near Baghdad not near 
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BRIAN KIM STEFANS 

BLOGS, BY MARIANNE MOORE 
I too, dislike them: there are things that are important beyond all 

this fiddle. 
Reading them, however, with a perfect contempt for them, 

one discovers that there is in 
them after all, a place for the maudlin. 

Minds that can't grasp an imaginary turd, findings 
that make the eyes dilate, hair 

on neglected parts of the body, these things 
are important not because a 

blogger's high sounding "interpretation" can be put upon them, 
but because they are 

free. When they become so mundane as to become ad hominem 
well, the same thing may be said for 

-well, some of us, that we 
"do not criticize what we 

don't understand": the bat held upside down in quest of 
some balls, the balls 

eating elephants, elephants putsching, a wild horse taking a 
tireless wolf under a tree (now that's 

unusual, yet the immovable critic twitching his skin like a horse 
that takes a flea under a tree is a base-

again) 
ball fan, a statistician-oops, I think I was blogging ... 

-nor is it valid to discriminate against 
"business documents and 

school-books": all these "phenomena" are important (if secondary). 
One must make 

a distinction: when dragged into prominence by half-bloggers, 
the result is not blogging, but "writing"-nor till 

the bloggers among us, "hyperventilators of 
criticism," above insolence and triviality and 

a loyal fan base, can 

present for public indigestion, revolutionary values with 
real poets in them, shall we have 

um, them. In the meantime, if you demand on one hand, 
the raw material of biogs in all their obtuse, necrophiliac, 

pretentious 
grace, and that which is on the other hand 

genuine, then you are interested in blogging. 
I suggest you try www.blogspot.com. 

[T his poem was originally posted to BKS's "Free Space Comvc" blog: www.arras.net/wehlog.] 

• 
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Baghdad near Baghdad armoured push towards 

Baghdad approached Baghdad push into 

Baghdad advance on Baghdad fore.es drove into 

Baghdad in the raid into Baghdad probing mis

sion in Baghdad not even I 00 miles from 

Baghdad IO miles from central Baghdad just 

seven miles from Baghdad on the outskirts of 

Baghdad to make it into Baghdad home to 

Baghdad fly on into Baghdad home free to 

Baghdad little more than one hour from 

Baghdad an hour and a half shon of Baghdad 

encirdement of Baghdad siege of Baghdad to 

choke Baghdad cut Baghdad in half so to speak 

pulled back to Baghdad back to Baghdad high

way to Baghdad main road going into Baghdad 

main road going into Baghdad to Baghdad on 

Baghdad to Baghdad over Baghdad fleeing 

Baghdad sky over para ofBaghdad on what para 

of Baghdad vast areas of Baghdad south-east of 

Baghdad into southern Baghdad Baghdad's 

southern Baghdad from the east south-~ 

areas of Baghdad beyond nonh-west of Baghdad 

from southern Baghdad They're in Baghdad 

actually in the city of Baghdad inside Baghdad in 

central Baghdad in the heart of Baghdad in the 

heart of Baghdad penetrate the hean of Baghdad 

into the centre of Baghdad to smash rocked the 

centre of Baghdad stacked up over Baghdad 

enveloping Baghdad penetrating Baghdad isolat

ed Baghdad swept low over Baghdad thrust into 

Baghdad night-time bombing of Baghdad the 

people of Baghdad had the poor of Baghdad the 

people of Baghdad deserted street5 of western 

Baghdad in the street5 of Baghdad on a house in 

Baghdad's street ~ of Baghdad convoy out of 

Baghdad Battle of Baghdad All 3Cl"O$ Baghdad 

vast areas of Baghdad vast areas of Baghdad vast, 

Bat city of Baghdad Baghdad's hospitals liberated 

Baghdad "Hi you guys. I'm in Baghdad" outside 

Baghdad inside Baghdad Baghdad burning 18 

blue and black arrows around Baghdad fell on 

Baghdad head out of Baghdad Leaving Baghdad 

history of Baghdad As we left Baghdad 

from Froth 
http://froth.blogspot.com 

MAY5, 2003 

-Mairead Byrne 

A rrhitectural Body by Arakawa and Madeline 

IIGins exists as a platform for what is most 

missing and most necessary right now: out

landish claims, radically utopian visions, auda

cious impossibilities. 
They begin by claiming the alterability of 

what's thought of as impossible to alter: the 

inevitability of monality itsel£ If we stan with 

the claim that we can defy death, what then, is 

impossible? 
Rejecting the conception that monality, 

the body as it is currently configured, that 

indeed anything, is given, foregrounds creative 

capability in all aspects of life. 
To be "unconditionally supponive of life" 

is to reject the inevitability of monality as not 

only not a given, but reversible: destiny is 

reversible. Reversible destiny is itself an oxy

moron, impossible. Architectural Body was writ

ten "in the spirit of always taking things funher, 

a spirit characteristic of those desiring to do the 

impossible." 
Impossibility as staning point. Begin by 

thinking the unthinkable. The aim of con

structing architectural environments that 

counter monality turns architecture into revo

lutionary practice. 
-BE UNRELENTING WHEN 

FACED WITH THE RELENTLESS--

Slavery, equal rights for women, the 

"inevitability" of war: defeatism that should 

never be an argument for why change is not 

possible. Everything was thought of as impossi

ble before it became a possibility. 
Gins and Arakawa defy the inevitability of 

death and taxes: in one sentence they neces.5itate 

economic revolution: "economic prioriry 

should be given to the resolving of existential 

puzzles." Such absurd propositions are what we 

are most in need 0£ (As if unlimited funds for 

the co~truction and deployment of killing 
machines and a socioeconomic system based on 

the necessity of creating and generating new 

enemies to justify the continual deployment of 

these machines isn't absurd!) 
Gins and Arakawa's "populist architecture 

of hypothesis" requires a "community-wide col

laborative initiative," in which people will be 

"exhoned and cajoled by their town, by virrue 

of being gently constrained by its features and 

dements, to perform architectural procedures ... 

people work and play at figuring out what in 

the world they could possibly be." 
To apply their claims in architecture would 

require complete reallocation of resources, radi

cal change in town planning, environmental 

policies, materials science, social configurations, 

as wdl as the role of poetry in the culture. 

Applying these concepts architecturally would 

require nothing shon of complete reconfigura

tion of the human species on every level. 

Our current architectural surroundings 

limit our physical possibilities and therefore our 

perceptual, conceptual, social interaction and 

economic distribution systems. Gins and 

Arakawa call for an architecture that radically 

disrupts our habitual behavioral and communi

cation patterns and existential choices with con

figurations designed to generate the fullest range 

of human possibility. 
They begin by radically altering ideas of 

boundary, subject and object, exterior and inte

rior, and cordoned off realms of inquiry-the 

"architectural body" consists of the body proper 

plus its immediate surrounding, as an extension 

of the body. If one lives in such an awareness, 

what could that mean for our conceptions of 

community and individualism, not to mention 

our current socioeconomic system that requires 

human suffering on all levels due to alienation 

and dissociation? The architectural body cannot 

be dissociative; at every moment the biological 

body is completely involved in, creating, deter

mining and determined by, all that surrounds it. 

What would it mean if our homes and 

workplaces functioned primarily as laboratories 

in which we tested hypotheses of human capa

bilities, if the house were a procedural tool that 

"examines and reorders the sensorium"? 

What if"you are not given a finished house 

but instead form it through your movements 

and through those of whoever else is in there 

with you," and if that were to extend to the 

whole world? Walking through a reversible des

tiny house with slanted floors and spiked pro

trusions, living in a house set at the lowest "snail 

setting," would require one to be fully engaged 

and attentive at every- moment, engaged in 

every sphere of activity. How would this change 

our ideas of intimacy, love, desire, sexuality, 

relationships, eating, domesticity, and all eco

nomic activity? 
One result of this would be that alienation 

from anything surrounding us would be impos

sible, necessitating a radical reordering of socie

ty. Their claims that formal architecture has 

"stunned us into passivity," and that "not mon

umentality but an approachable workaday 

architecture (is what) our species is in need of," 

point to a radically democratic aspect: 

According to Gins and Arakawa, everyone can 

become architects. Architecture should not be a 

matter of multibillion dollar contracts where 

the very few determine the environment in 

which the majority shall live. 
Only in a truly democratic architecture 

would it be the case that "how she flexes her 

muscles, a person flexes her surroundings." 

What are the power struawes inherent in an 

archireaure of monumentality as opposed to a 

house with a snail setting? All of the power struc

tures that we are dying of are in existence because 

we forget ''.All that is tentative is in the realm of 

sensoria; all that appears to be definite has been 

physically construaed." Nothing is a given! 

From the tentativeness that generates pos

sibility, through procedural directives that we 

initiate, we can construct desirable structures to 

live in. The goal for Gins and Arakawa is not 

permanent tentativeness, but a "slowing down" 

of the instant determinacy that our given archi

tectural situations constantly require, and a fore

grounding of the intrinsic tentativeness of every 

live situation-with, for example, reversible 

destiny housing. 
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What might be the outcome of tesnng· the 
h th · "Wha ypo CSJS: t stems from the body, by way 
of awareness, should be hdd to be of it"-and 
~t ~ we implemented that socially? In start
ing with the focus on the relationship of the 
body to its architectural surroundings, Gins and 
Arakawa give a conc.eptual blueprint for recon
figuring all the potentials of the body and re
imagining all relationships. Implementing any 
of their directives would first of all require most 
of us quitting our jobs, just to have the time to 
get through the reversible destiny house in the 
morning and pay attention to the sensations 
enfolding and the various ways of responding to 
constantly new perceptual disruptions. Such 
disruptions, leading to entirely new problem
solving strategies and ways of moving/behaving, 
would result in adapting our bodies to compen
sate--in an evolutionary sense, but without 
having to wait thousands of years. 

We so think .of ourselves as limited by 
mortality that we define ourselves as "mortal." 
Gins and Arakawa advocate instead calling our
selves "ttanshuman." Start with reconfiguring 
the body altogether, by altering the body's 
potential, by altering its surround, without sen
timentality, without rear. Design architecrural 
probl~e answering of which allows us to 
radically conc.eive and re--conceive of what it 
means to be human. 

One might critique that this desire to over
come mortality is the exact outcome of the mind
body split that they claim to be trying to over
come-human domination of "nature" and the 
entire planet. But the main destruaivc ingredient 
to the nightmare that this mentality has caused is 
profit, commodification. What if "our species 
taking evolution into its own hands" was done 
not for corporate profit and domination, but 
with the goal of "hdping an organism-person to 
compose, exfCUte, and coordinate actions more 
skillfully than was ever before thought to be pos
sible ... a thorough architecrural questioning of 
the purpose of the species," for the purpose ofliv
ing one's life as a case study; constantly and test
ing and extending one's possibilities, as a "self
marmot," researching and designing for the ben
efit of the human body? 

Disrupt the habitual, allowing the experi
ence of one's own body as a constantly newly 
discovered territory. Isn't that what the body 
becomes in love, sex, poetry, art, meaningful 
work-everything that makes life worth living? 
Might we be able to describe human beings as 
"being intermittent and transitory outcomes of 
coordinated forming'' with the tentativeness 
that erupts in our aliveness and that we contin
ually try to control and live in fear of? 

For Gins and Arakawa there is nothing that 
architecture isn't architecture as language: the 
world as a "built discourse." Architectural proce
dures as words and sentences, ordering and con-
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structing the world. Language and architeal.lte 
are intimatdy related in their power to consouct 
our reality and create our possibilities. . 

At the same time Gins and Arakawa give 
primacy to the body. Linguistic concepts that 
abstract the mind from the body and the body 
from the environment are not useful: language 
originates in the body. The erasure of mind
body dualism is primary. 

Architecture should be designed to exam
ine human potential possibilities via architec
tural procedures and the testing of hypotheses 
and constraints, as in composition-<X>mpos
ing one's life, composing one's relationships, 
one's way of moving through space. 

Architecture as language, as a form of com
munication, also imbibes language with the con
crete constructive power of manifested architec
ture, buildings of thoughts, material structures 
that reflect and make manifest thought patterns, 
language structures, and ideas. 

Their project aims to make us at one with 
our surroundings, mind/body, body/environ
ment, "abstract" language/physical manifesta
tion-<l.emonstrating that nothing is abstract, 
all manifests itsdf concretely, whether it be in 
architecture as built discourse, or in economic 
possibility as manifestation of how a body 
moves through space, or in relationships as 
manifestations of how we determine and limit 
our sensory perceptions linguistically. 

For the poet, this is wildly generous: if archi
rectural procedures are wrum of a built discourse, 
then "tactically posed surrounds will fuaor out as 
thO'iC poems that have ever eluded poets, poems 
through which those of us who wish to can sa\'t: our 
own neds": the audacious impossibility of a oom
pletdy ~ comcquential, manifcsu:d poetry. 

lrom Texturl 
http://textwLnet 

SEPTEMBER 19, 2002 
lcooE & DISIRIBtmoNI 

-Marianne Shanem 

Barthes' "The Photographic Message" talks 
about digital imaging without even knowing it 

The ~y ruminates that the photograph is 
an example (perp~ the ONLY example) of a 
message without a code: it is continuous, analog: 

In order to move from the reality to its pho
tograph it is in no way necessary to divide this 
reality into units and to constitute these units as 
signs, substantially different from the object they 
communicate; there is no necessity to set up a 
relay, that is to say a code, between the object and 
its image. Certainly the image is not the reality 
but at least it is its pe,fect analogon and it is 
exactly this anal.ogical peifection which, to com
mon sense, defines the photograph. 

Of course, Barthes ~~in~ ~to~ 
press photograph. So he JS qwte wrong Ill his~ 
becuB: phoo:w,iphs can only remain without Olck 
prior to~ publication.A newspaper~. 
highly axled--not ju& by the tatual codes :_ 
rounding it but by the halftone ~ by whl;h it~ 
pixdatoo and printed on the page. 

That which is distributed is coded (and that 
which is coded, is distributed). It is not n~ 
digital but it is not analog, not an analogon. The 
photograph is an uncoded an:ifua. but the distrib
uted photograph is nothing but code. 

Digital photography is also not analog, pre
cisely because it is immediardy distributed (even 
before being stoted in the camera, it moves). 

The process of talcing a digital photograph 
encodes and distributes reality, and thereby is a 
completely different process than analog photog
raphy (which captures it). Barthes later talks about 
how the alteration of the analog photograph 
destroys its strength as analogon. Digital photogra
phy not only calls into question the reality of the 
photograph because it can be so easily altered, but 
because it was never an analogon, it was never real
ity, it was never anything but code-

1bis is a momentous & traumatic shift, not 
simply a digital form of an old art. 

-Brandon Barr 

lrom WinePoetics 
http://winepoetics.blogspot.com 

APRIL 15, 2003 
Bur WHo WAS TiiE LATE ANGEL OF ARTIFICE? 

Synchronicities abound. Timothy Yu dis
cusses Jose Garcia Villa at his blog 

"Tyrnpan." What's interesting, too, about the 
issues raised is how it relates to some recent 
posts in poetry blogland about transcendence, 
mysticism, how graduate students perceive 
things, etc. 

I don't see why peeps get so uncomfort
able with transcendence et al. ... but I sup
pose, unlike the very smart T unothy, that's coz 
my PhD is in the circles drawn by bees against 
air. Sip. Duck against those buzzing bees, get 
up too quickly, inadvertently raise eyes direct
ly against the sun, see black dimes float on air 
... then transcendence. Hie. 

Anyway, here's the transcendent Jose 
Garcia Villa (1908-1997) with two more 
transcendent poems. Reading poems like 
these send me as much as my glass tonight of 
the yummy 1997 Turley Lodi Zinfandel 
(Dogtown Vineyard). 
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0 the Eyes that will see me, 
And the Mouth that will kiss me. 
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and the Rose I will stand on, 

and the hand chat will turn me. 

This will be in a Tune of mirrors. 

0 the liger chat will point me, 

And the Light chat will drown me. 

And the Voice chat will sing me, 

And the God I will dethrone. 

This is the Death I will stand on. 

And here's another Villa poem chat I chose 

panly because I chink Sandra once posted a 

poem (though I chink ic was nae one of 

Sandra's poems?) that referred co "the nut of 

Chrisc"-an element also found in 

"His,under,is,che,sockec,f/ Of,che,/ sun." This 

is also one of Villa's "comma poems" for 

which he (once) was famous-where general

ly each word was followed by a comma. 
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Much,beauty,is,less,chan,che,face,of, 

My,dark,hero. His,under,is,pure, 

Lightning. His,under,is,che,sockec, 

Of,che,sun. Noc,Chrisc,che,Fox,noc, 

Christ, che,Lord,His,beauty,is,coo, 

Sly,coo,meek. Buc,Chrisc,Opposicor, 

Chrisc,Foeman: The,crue,dark,Hero, 

He,wich,che,chree-eyed chunders,he, 

Wich,che,rigorous,cerrors: chis, 

Man's,under,is,pure,lighming. This, 
Man's,under,is,che,sockec,of, the, 

Sun. Afcer,pure,eyes,have,peeled, 

Off,skin,who,can,gaze, unburned? Who, 

Ca.n,scand,unbowed: Well,be,perceived, 

And,well,perceive. Receive,be,received. 

Edith Sitwell apparently thought Villa's com

mas were excessive (and exotic). So she delec

ed all of chem when she helped print Villa's 

most famous poem "The Anchored Angel" in 

The Times Literary Suppkment of London. 
Twic-ty witch. (Villa should have renamed his 

Valenrine poem ''A Twit for Edith Sitwell"! 

For colonial thinking in editing Villa, may 

your bonnet have been buzzed by many bees.) 

Anyway, here's an excerpt from my essay 

in The Anchored Angel where I discuss Villa's 

experiment with commas (artifice, anyone? 

cough) : 
"This technique was one of Villa's ways 

of exploring how poetic music may emerge 

from cexc. Similarly, he cried co endow words 

with 'fuller tonal and sonal value' by using 

commas ro regulate the reading of the poem. 

One of Villa's most controversial innovations 

were his 'comma poems'-a comma after 

nearly every word panly, he says, co effect a 

'time movement' whereby the poems are read 

with a slight pause after each comma. I do 

find a difference in reading the same poem 

with or without adhering co Villa's suggestion 

(though I do not privilege one mode of read

ing over the other). I found that the pause 

after each comma facilitates a medicative 

mode in reading the poem that, in turn, 

enhances the intimacy between the reader and 

the text. In a fast-paced world, Villa's commas 

can help create another door to that 'space' 

where the reader may best be able co pay 

attention co what the poem is saying-a place 

where the reader releases life's mundane reali

ties co commune as directly as possible with 

the poem (or any work of art). 

"Indeed, Villa's comma technique evokes 

for me the intentions of the 3rd and 4th cen

turies B.C. designers of the acropolis at 

Lindos. The visitor co the acropolis muse 

climb a hill through a series of entrances 

which were designed co be non-parallel, so 

chat the visitor muse turn left or right co go co 

the next entryway. By forcing the visitor co 

walk on chis meandering path, the architects 

intended the visitor co concentrate on reach

ing the acropolis, thus leaving his/her worldly 

concerns behind ac the foot of the hill. 
Presumably, the visitor's mind would then be 

'emptied' by the time the visitor reaches the 

cop of the hill so that the visitor will be fully 

focused on the goal of the trip-pray at the 

Temple of Athena Lindia on the acropolis. 

Similarly, Villa wished the commas co facili

cace che reader's focus on reading-and 

responding co-each word within his poems. 

"Though I mention the Hellenistic 

Greeks, I note again how Villa's comma tech

nique remains fresh in its affinity with the 

mindset of certain contemporary poets. His 

commas remind me of 1999 Pulitzer Poetry 

finalise Alice Notley's use of quocacion marks 

in her 1992 book, The Descent of Alette 
(Penguin). This long poem is comprised of 

individual phrases, all of which are indicated 

by quotation marks. Notley explains her tech

nique as a rhythmic unit: 'they're there, most

ly, co measure the poem. The phrases they 

enclose are poetic feet. If I had simply left 

white spaces between the phrases, the phrases 

would be rushed by the reader-read coo fast 

for my musical intention. The quotation 

marks make the reader slow down and silent

ly arciculace--noc slur over mencally-che 

phrases at the pace, and with the suesses, I 
intend.' Notley's 'intention' as regards timing 

cercainly seems similar co Villa's thoughts on 

his commas. 
"There are those who do nae admire 

Villa's use of commas; I have heard his tech

nique called pretentious or irrelevant. Such 

criticisms remind me of whac Pico Iyer once 

said about the comma: 'The gods, they say, 

give breath, and they cake ic away. Bue the 

same could be said-could ic noc?-of the 

humble comma. Add ic co the present clause, 

and, all of a sudden, the mind is, quite literal

ly, given pause co think: Take ic out if you wish 

or forget ic and the mind is deprived of a rest

ing place. Yee scill the comma gets no respect. 

It seems just a slip of a thing, a pedant's tick, 

a blip on the edge of our consciousness, a kind 

of printer's smudge almost. Yee what is so 

often used, and so rarely recalled, as the 

comma-unless ic be breach icsel.f?' 
"In my view, Villa's comma poems offer 

his detractors an easy whale in a barrel co 

shoot; after all, by Villa's own acknowledg

ment, he believes there is poetic value co the 

commas, but cercainly the reader can disre
gard the commas as well. In addition, Villa 

compared his use of commas co 'Seurat's 

archicecconic and measured poincillism

where the points of color are themselves the 

medium as well as the technique of expres

sion: therefore functional and valid, as medi

um of art and as medium of personality.' I 
empathize with Villa's way of thinking. That 

is, though I do not always read his 'comma 

poems' the way he suggested, I respect Villa's 
approach based on what I have learned in the 

wriring studio communing with my own 

Muse: The process of arc-making often 

requires experimentation." -Eikm Tabios 

from The Tijuana Bible of Poetics! 
http://thetijuanabibleofpoetics.blogspot.com 

OCTOBER 12, 2002 
A MODFSr PROPOSAL TO ABousH 

'fRANSIATION 

ftne of the reasons I like Jonathan 

UMayhew's weblog is that he cakes the risk 
of translating American poetry into his 

Spanish. He, btw, does a good job. 
Translating a second language into one 

native tongue has been an ace of Domination. 

I now have in mind Nathaniel Tarn's ideas on 

antitranslation (resisring translation to pre

vent imperialism) and, of course, Edward 

Said's Orimtalism. 
Translators should permanently work 

the ocher way around. Not to continue using 

their knowledge of another language and cul

ture to completely change them into their 

own linguistic and cultural codes. 

[And doing thac, making a translated culture 
unrecognizable to itselfl Isn't it paradoxical? And a 

sufficient argument to abolish Translation?) 
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Translators should work more translating 
their mother tongue into second languages-
languages they are never going to fully domi
nate. That would take care of most of the hid
den agendas involved in translation activity. 

You wanna learn another language? 
Write in it-instead of just using second lan
guages co keep your original language sharp 
and well fed. You're never going to learn 
another language. That's the beauty: to never 
forget ocher cultures are different from us, 
and we can never, and should never, over
power chem. 

If translators would start to translate 
their literature into second languages [or even 
translate second literatures into third lan
guages], the resulting text would be almost all 
of the time fallible---a text which the ocher 
language and culture could laugh at-slick 
down-a text in which they can act upon, 
instead of just suffering a unilateral transfor
mation-a text chat shows to the ocher cul
ture the misunderstandings foreigners have 
of their language and world-a text the ocher 
culture would have to rewrite---a translator 
chat would be a translator of himself and his 
culture-a translation chat would have to be 
re-translated by the ocher culture---a com
plete translation process. 

This is far more interesting than what 
we do all the time. "Translation" sucks. 

-Heriberto Yepez 

from Tympan 
http://tympan.blogspot.com 

APRIL 19, 2003 

Well, after all my bluster, due to circum
stances beyond my control I never made it 

to ~ie's reading. So I guess I'll take solace in 
a few thoughts on a poet almost as good as 
Cassie: Lorine Niedecker. {Come on, 
Niedecker fans-I'm just having a little fun.) 

I shamefully admit co knowing very little 
about Niedecker until Thursday, when my 
classmate Giles Scott gave a presentation on 
Niedecker's lace work in the Workshop on 
Contemporary Poetry and Poetics. Cracking 
open the new, hefty Collected Workr, I was 
stunned: How had I lived thus far in ignorance 
of work like this? What might seem like a sim
ple, imagistic poetry of nature is lie up by a 
shockingly vivid and dense sonic landscape: 

Early morning com 
shock quick river 

LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY 

M.A. in ENGLISH 
with a concentration in Creative Writing 

CORE FACULJY! 
Barbara Henning and Lewis Warsh 

GUEST FACULJY 2003-2004: 

edge ice crack duck 
caik 

G~' dry membranous 
breaks tick-tack tiny 
wind strips 

And this precision's not limited to nature: 

TV 

See it explained
compound interest 
and the compound eye 
of the insect 

the wave-line 
on shell, sand, wall 
and forehead of the one 
who speaks 

Giles's presentation began with the 1967 poem 
"My Llfe by Water." In the stops and stam, the 
rhythmic and syntactic switchbacks of the poem: 

My life 
bywater
Hear 

spring's 
first frog 
or board 

out on the cold 
ground 
giving 

Muskrats 
gnawing 
doors 

to wild green 
arcs and letters 

~
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Anne Waldman, Maureen Owen, 
David Henderson, John High, 

Charlotte Carter and Richard Hell 

RECENT VISITING WRITERS: 
Brenda Coultas, Edwin Torres, Erica Hunt 

Giles heard what he called "reflective pauses," 
moments of dislllI!cing and interruption that 
allowed space not for immersion in language 
but for a stepping back from the immediate 
that allows perspective, ethics. 

I admit, though, to being most intrigued 
by some of the moments of more explicit polit
ical and social engagement in Niedecker's work, 
perhaps because I've been looking at poets like 
Allen Ginsberg, whose work of this same peri
od so directly incorporates the materials of 
mass culture and political discourse (often 
from the air itself, as Ginsberg was dictating 
many of his poems into a tape recorder). Take 
a look, for example, at this section from 
"Traces of Living Things": 
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High class hwnan 
got no illumine 

how a ten cent plant 
winds aslant 

around a post 
Man, history's host 

to ttembles 
in the tendrils 

I'm afuol 
can't take it oool 

Giles argued that this section was a kind of par

ody of mass culture rhetoric, even of pop music, 

its corny rhymes (fuol/oool) a sharp contrast to 

the usual subtlety of Niedecker's sound effects. 

But I actually loved this passage-it sounded 

unerly comemporaty (Harryene Mullen's 

Muse & Drudgewas the first thing that came to 

mind)-and a number of the others in the 

room agreed With me. But what seemed vital 

about it to me was also what made Giles most 

suspicious about it-its colloquial, bluesy 

tone, which seemed to puncture the serious

ness of the "high class human," but which 

might also be seen as simply replicating (rather 

than distancing from, critiquing) popular dis

course. Its pleasures (the argument would go) 

are too easy, its rhymes unearned; it doesn't stop 

to quescion itself or to leave room for relleccion 

and skepcicism ... and it also remained in my 

head long afi:er I'd closed the book 
I think this debate really goes to the heart 

of contemporary political poetry. It made me 

think of a lot of poetry that I've seen wrinen 

(and that I've wrinen myself) over the past few 

months, much of which draws on, samples & 

remixes, recycles, reworks (pick your metaphor) 

mass-media materials, whether from TY, print 

news, or the Internet. The "Google poem'' is 

only the latest manifestacion of this kind of 

work For those who write it, it often seems like 

a way of talking back to these discourses of 

power, finding a way to use them against them

selves and maybe even to say something, to 

intervene, in the process. And it often produces 

work that is pleasurable, funny, entertaining. 

Bue thinking through this discussion of 

Niedecker made me wonder if that's enough

if one has to (is it possible?) get outside popular 

discourse in order to critique it. Niedecker, who 

lived most of her life on Black Hawk Island in 

W!SCOnsin, is sometimes (and sometimes dis

missively) characterized as a regional or local 

poet, one who drew her poetic language itself 

from her immediate environs and community. 

Giles sought to rurn this into a strength of her 

work-the "local" could become a source of 

community that was neither solipsiscic nor 

drawn from mass culture. While I find this idea 

anraccive, I ulcimately think it's too romancic; 

even on her island, Niedecker was watching 1V 

and wringing her hands over the Bay of P~ 

(callingJFK a "black-marked tulip/ not snapped 

by the storm"). 
I suppose that's why I liked the section I 

quoted above so much. It doesn't have the 

remoteness of some ofNiedecker's most beauti

ful work; it's engaged with a world it can't 

escape. Yet it deforms that world so that its 

almost unrecognii.able; it uses a popular form 

like a Trojan horse, showing us how even a com

modity can be turned to a different end-"how 

a ten cent plant/ winds aslant." -Tim Yu 

from Equanimity 
http://equanimity.blogspot.com 

MARCH 31, 2003 

David Cameron: "How do they know that I'm 

not going to want to cut it up into sixths for 

my own personal peace pie or that I might not 

want to roll the whole damn thing up like some 

son of enormous rastafuian mcnzarella and sauce 

spliff and jusc deep throat that bad boy in one go?" 
* * * . 

How excmng to find Doug Lang's book! 

Especially considering he never answers e-mail. 

Has poetry gonen anywhere since 1980? Barely. 

There's a poem in Reed Bye's book that antici

pates and skies over all the expanding on the 

jagged-sentence/ stanza I imagined I and others 

were doing. Why did it never occur to me to be 

an "aboveground" poet. Mainly because the 

ones I could read and admire weren't really 

"aboveground." Still, you could waste a lot of 

rime thinking every obscure poem is magical. 
••• 

Managed to spend three days not thinking con

tinually about the war, not imagining that the 

rock the Cloisters sit on will provide shelter 

from a blast, then back in the office first thing I 

overhear is the new policy requiring upper man

agement to rotate the weeks of the month they 

work at home--meaning that they're going to 

scan working from home. 
••• 

Writing in the "hearings" notebook as if it was a 

diary-and able to catch both of the 

hypnopompic ideas before they evaporated. 

What is this fear I have that I will be carried 

away by writing and won't get the picture I 

wanted to make. Not a rhetorical quescion. A 

wish not to commit to an idea, to just keep 

shopping indefinitely, to keep talking. The wish 
to keep talking, to keep holding anention. 

Banery trouble with the car again. 
&ad Geoffu:y Young's Cmdean Embank

ments half at home half on the subway this 

morning. Love that kind of music, and I really 

don't care if nobody's sining around listening to 

it with me or if everybody who is there is com

peting at snickering. Now that Geoffu:y really 

isn't doing much with The Figures anymore, is 

it safe to praise his work, or will I be labelled 

careerist. I dig that post-Kerouac Gizzi-ism. 

Wackily enough, Alice Fulton's early work 

is so hyper-high-school torqued it ends up 

sounding a lot like GY's Omene Coleman/Eric 

Dolphy impressions. Of course she's always 

going for a dubious clarity of purpose and clo

sure, i.e., a good grade, but as long as she does

n't retell any myths I'll read anything she writes. 

Bue the finest example of that noise I've nociced 

in the past few weeks has to be Geoffu:y 

O'Brien (he of the NYRB, the Library of 

America etc.)s "Sonic Ode." I'll clip a little ofit 

in here later in the week 
The increasing conviccion that I'm the only 

person in poetry land who wants to read what I 

want to read. Duh. Oh right, unique not special. 
Burkard, that breakthrough book's so 

damn watery. Numb. I like the other work 

much more, ~ut should give it much more rime. 

Surprised by the heavy artillery in 

Michael O'Brien's poems. Opens with my old 

favorite line of his, "Nerves, like fine pianos" 

or is it "those fine pianos." A real shame 

Zoland went under, wonder whether it wasn't 

Kevin Young's too-long-by-two-thirds 

Basquiat book that nailed their door shut. 

Which I enjoyed, but will never read again. 

Ones like "Onion Gum" or the JV-derived 

lists, terrific. And his Warhol is clearly shoot

ing pool in Hell with Milton's Satan. But why 

the excursus on the boxer, and why so little 

insight in Basquiat, except to diss Schnabel, 

snore, why so little feeling for the East Village 

except to quote Fab Five Freddy and note that 

Deborah Harry was/is attractive? Good grade 

syndrome. 
Whereas what's Marie Halliday's deal, bad 

grade syndrome? Look at how aware I am that this 

dinky srructure I am proposing fur your delecta

tion is merely a dinky structUre? Scill, I enjoy read

ing him enough to consider reading all these terri

ble poets he seems to be borrowing from. 
Sarah Manguso's book gets better and bet

ter on re-reading. 
Wish I'd known Joseph Tonas adoption 

poem when I was writing about Susan Schultz's 

book Want to read more by Del Ray C= and 

Jim Behrle--want to read them outside the con

fines of Bill Corbett projeccs. But you know, I 

want to read everybody. Even BC! Though I wish 

heel get back to the nearly Schuyleresque stride he 

showed in Cohtmbus Square Journal Alas. 
-Jordan Davis 
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from Pantaloons 
~ftp://pantaloons.blogspot.com 

APRIL 18, 2003 

I've tried several times to write a reasonably 
acceptable poem about feet & the holy 

spirit. Now in a fantastically undiscussed (I 
think) chapbook, Propinquity, Jen Coleman 
gees away with this: 

I had a dream to pull off 

my shoes. My biblical bare feet were white and 
fat babies. Lover patted my soles and struck 
them, bare feet 
are a sign of trouble. [. .. } 

There's plenty more about birds, fish, and if 
you're hooked on lists of free agent wisdom, 
look at chis: 

The din holds eight immutable truths: 

1) the gi,ve in the ground is a small gi,ft 
4) a dirty sole is a blessed shame 
7) anyone who sets off running will learn how to 
run in comfon 
5) when the sky falls arr:hes can't save you 
6) children who play unshod learn balance 
8) the lower extremity is inherently durable. 

Point 6) is confirmed by the big proportion of 
Brazilian soccer scars who grew up in fuvdas. 
Bue, that's beside the point. Propinquity, with 
handsome graphics by Coleman, coo. 2002. 
Babyself Pr=. There's an e-mail address: role 
man@ed.org. -Jack /(jmball 

from Heathens in Heat 
http:/ /heathensinheat.blogspot.com 

APRIL 04, 2003 

The debate surrounding Barrett Wanen's "War = 

I Language'' speech has resumed at Circulars 
(www.arranetfcirculars). Brian has placed it at 
the cop of the page under the category "Poetics." 
In my opinion, chis confirms what I, and some 
ochers, originally suspecced---thac the position 
Barrett takes vis-a-vis the war and appropriate 
oppositional aaion is framed and contained by its 
position vis-a-vis poetics and poetry. If chis is true, 
it does not negate the usefulness and insight of 
Wanen's critique-whether its specific points or its 
methodology. However, much confusion could 
have been avoided if Barrett, being the smart per
son he is, had presented the speech as a d=n
scruccion' of official mediaspeak and war propa
ganda and not as a statement of poetics. For what-

ever reason, he chose co use the = sign, as opposed 
co an ampersand, and had co claim chat opposi
tional politics begins with an analysis of the lan
guage and discourse of chose whom one oppases. 
The = sign immediacely conjw-es up the history of 
similar claims made by Waccen and ochers as part 

of the language school. Wanen would like co 
reduce the observation I'm making to one of para
noia or excremencal fascination, but then if he 
were co fullow his own methodology such a judg
ment would have co begin with language and not 
with psychology. I don't chink I'm saying anything 
shocking or offensive here, cercainly nothing more 
shocking than the notion, expressed by Banen, 
chat Bush & Co. should be prosecuted on the 
basis of their abuse of language. Whether or not it's 
intended, the reader extrapolates chat misusing or 
huning the language-the aa icself-is a worse 
offense, in Wanen's opinion, than hurting and 
slaughtering people. 

This is what I'm advocating: Statements of 
politics, poetics and pedagogy should be made 
independently of one another-for clarity's 
sake their interconnectedness should be treated 
as tangential. The discussion so fur has con
stantly shifted back and forth between the three 
or has cried to cover all three subjeccs at once, as 
Wanen's essay tries co do. I'd place Wanen's 
essay under a statement of pedagogy-it does 
not offer any sense of what political action muse 
be taken after a media critique has been initiat
ed or completed. Its poetics is implicit as a reaf
firmation of the language school, Wanen's calls 
for not "beating the same old aesthetic horses" 
and his use of Ginsberg's poem as a touchstone 
of poem-as-language critique to the contrary. 
Indeed, Kristine offers chat "What I see Barren 
and Carla doing is working damned hard co 
challenge students co see poetry as more than 
just preny words and private, emotional expres
sions." (Of course, Ginsberg's poem doesn't 
reject emotional or private expressions for a 
cocally unemocive or public persona. Moreover, 
why would students, especially chose in 
Detroit, and given the mainstreaming of punk 
and rap, need to be taught co see poetry as more 
than preny words?) I wouldn't go so fur as co say 
chat "War = Language" reasserts the principles 
of the language school under the guise of a 
media critique, but again I gee the sense chat the 
focus, in that speech, is on poetics and not poli
tics beyond poetics or critique. 

Early on in the ~on "whit='' asked chis 
question via Dorothy Soelle: "How could it have 
happened? The most terrifying response we got co 
chis question was the most innocent one. fuiple cold 
us chat they were unaware of what was happening, 
that they did not know. I never believed chis, and I 
would not accept chis response fiom anyone." I done 
believe a aicique of Nazi propaganda would have 
totally solved the problem, answered the quescioIL 
History, psychology and what we crudely call "social 

relations" would all need to be fuctored into the 
ph equation in addition to language, lies, CO{er OJrr,,. 

and disinfunnarion. If we are to believe that 1lpl, 

equals language then we must believe that~ 
else equak language as well--peace, love, en.uh, mm. 
m~cy, hap~iness, no~ ~ mention breathing, earing, 
shimng, fudcing and killing. -David Hess 

from A Sorter 
http://sorter.blogspot.com 

MAY2, 2003 

I" ':rote ~omechin? for the coll~bo~tive 
Ctrculars blog which I suppose che IIUttacion 

of my own "personal" blog will somewhat con
cradia. This was Feb. 12, 2003. Pasted below: 

There is a peculiar cirruic of in.8uence between 
the USAmerican poets chat most interest me, 
and which I've characcem.ed through various 
reading; of Lorine Niedecker's "You see here," a 
poem with an as-yet unanribuced quotation. 

You see here 
the in.8uence 
of inference 

Moon on rippled 
scream 

"Except as 
and unless" 

Where does chis imperative come 6om--0r, 
&om whom? 

The ethics of anribution is in the news, of 
course. Of course, the news is in the ethics of 
anribution. Meanwhile, ics fur &om enough to 

"cake exception" when the inferences peculiar to 

the "abscraa lyric" (so-called)- "as I and 
unless"-do not do away with epistemology (as 
Zukofsky hoped Objeccivism might). In Buffalo 
a year or two back, French poet Dominique 
Fourcade spoke generally about a "poetics ofinri
macy'' and hdd the Niedecker-Zukofsky cone· 
spondence up as evidence. The particular infer
ences escape memory now, partly due co the dif. 
?culcy of moving through a world whose ugliest 
unpulses are seemingly instantaneously extended 
to principles of action. That's pare of my difficul
ty and perhaps ochers' coo. Yee I do rum to 

resources such as "Circulars" fur a kind of inri
macy. I read the initial mission statement as com
ing &om a similar awareness of the peculiar value 
of the cirruits of influence chat interest me as sub
jects ~o history (social, aesthetic, poliucal) as well 
as epi:scemology (though the rudiments of such 
an ep1Stemology have yet co be articulated to my 
sacisfuccion, really, so I won't go there). . 

To anempc co articulate chis value, I have 1fl 
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mind ~me remarl<s on 1) Alan Gilben's "circu

lar" from the "Poetry Is News" event at Sr. Mark's 

in NYC, "The Present Versus (the) Now," 2) 

Leslie Scilapinos published response to the Sr. 

Muk's "The Blank Generation?" forum in the 

latest Poetry Project Newsletter, 3) and last, recent 

iereading of ~me of Ron Silliman's work, espe

cially =iys in his oollecrion The New Sentence. 

The problem fm working out ofis nonerhe-

1~ similat, I think, to Gilben's viz. how one might 

accept the value of at least the potential influenre 

between aesthetics and political action. At one 

time, for me, a potential "synaesthetic poetics" 

seemed promising (henre my little =y in the 

"Poetry as Aaivism" issue of Tripwire in 1998). 

"Now" it is the problem of the "present." (How 

these problems are related, historically, is interest

ing, but I can't get into that right now.] 

For Gilbert, "theres a diflerenre between a 

now in which one's range of political and anistic 

choices are primatily inlmediate reactions to a 

current situation, and a present that draws upon 

a culture and politics of resistanre rooted in the 

past, present, and future." What Gilbert calls a 

"miao-politics of the everyday' is this distinction, 

and oonnotes, for me, the always parenthetical 

definite article he places befure "now''-what is 

the inferenre between every day and everyday? 

Every day the problem of presenre (any instant 

whatever, as renain trends in oontinemal critical 

theory have it) oompels one to rake exception, 

while "(the) now" elicits acceptanre of one or 

another "reaction." This dialectic seems to quick

ly shon-circuir when, far from the luxury of spec

ulative writing, the integrity of human bodies is 

being undenn:ined, and the ludicrously "dear and 

present danger" of the Bush administration

who occupy the White House under criminal 
prerenses----exeplify for the nations of the world 

the worst forms of reactionary politics under the 

auspices of" moral" obligation. This is how I read 
Gilben's definition: "(the) now might be 

described as a brieflyric moment in these negoti

ations that's interrupted by screaming." While a 

suspension of disbelief seems like the last thing we 

need, what feels like an inlmanently definite 

"now'' remains incredible. Gilben remarl<s: "illit

eracy is also a discourse"-! may be misunder

standing this remark, but doesn't this anificially 

divide (as if a wider divide needed to be inrro

dured to gain perspective here) the fact that 

"Language Poetry is now taught at Iowa'' from 

the fact that hip hop stands as one of the most vis

ible influences on contemporary poetic praxis? 

We can anticipate the historical reception of 

Chuck D. into the canon that already makes 

room for Ron Silliman. While I believe I share 

Gilberts impatience with "the reactive possibilities 

of (the) now," the problem of the present emerges 

for me as an impossible one, wherein I'm oon

srantly trying to calibrate what seems endemic 

with what seems insurgent-my "as" against my 

"uni~," past against future fonhwith. 

Discussing separate passages in whim 

Silliman and 4'11 Hejinian discuss the diflerences 

between the political motives of previous genera

tions--namely, their generation-for Silliman a 

"critical" motivation marked by organization (?), 

. for Hejinian in pan the ability to oonsider utopi

an visions "tenable"-Scalapino writes, 

"Unbeknownst to their intention, both Silliman 

and Hejinian 'oppose' Stein and Dogens theory 

of action: one's being in time, the outside and rile 

inside, is one being the present alongside past 

and future at once." To be present is deviant

"doing what the time is"--0r, for Stein as for 

younger poets, to be oontinually present. Be vig

ilant, Silliman seems to say. Isn't this a rather 

untenable critical utopia, holding vigil over or 

merishing the lesson of the past? While for 

Gilben-and I agree-to be present in the 

world is a critical act whim is, in a term Hejinian 

has used and that might serve to temper 

Scalapinds critique, myopic. Going on to per

ceive in Hejinian an opposition between think

ing and being, Scalapino writes, "'Pain' then 

('being' rather than thinking) is oonnecring with 

one's being living in world war (not merely an 

individual's limitations, depolitici7.ed as that 

characterization)." This is not a mourning but a 

confusion that is painful in the sense that, 

endemic to maractemations of aesthetics as pol

itics and vire versa, the aesthetic is presumed to 

do anything other than hun. Is that the limita

tion-namely, pleasure---of an? 

I just came from a reading this afu:moon 

where Nathaniel Mackey, to an audienre nearly 

20% sleeping (this was a rollege gig and we asrume 

these nappers' attendance was as.ggned), read: 

I don't much subscribe to the increasing talk, in these 

dreary times, of "empowerment, " ''subvmion, " 

''resistance" and so forth. I once quoted Bachelard's 

line, "Thirst proves the existence of water, " to a 

ftimd, who answered, "No, water proves the exis

tence of water: "I find myself more and more think

ing that wtry I find myself-and this goes for every

one else in the band, I think-increasingly unable 

(albeit not totally unable) to invest in rwtions of 
dialectical inevitability, to read the absence of what's 

rnanifertly not there as the sing of its eventual pres

ence. To whatever extent hyperbolic aubtUk appears 

to have eclipsed collective ''could," the balloons'going 

on about love's inflated goodbye should alert us to the 

&aganomic roots of that eclipse. 
I drove down to Santa Ana yesterr1ay. An old 

fiend and I went to the store at one point and on 

our way we passed a neighborhood park which has 

more and more become a camp for the homeless. 

Park Avenue people rww call it, irony their one 

defense. Anywfl)( as we drove past, my ftimd, look

ing out the window, sneered, "Look at them, a 

bunch of dialects. "He meant derelicts. So much for 

ma!Jtprop speech as oppositwnal speech, I couldn't 

help thinkin[y so much of oppositwnal anything. 
(ATIT AD., 120-1). 

"N.," the narrator here, is in a temporarily 

somber mood, but I don't think it diminishes the 

impon of his approam. Temporary, but I think 

itci be amply malaprop to call it provisional. But 

is it an instance of myopia (myopic speech)? 

Sina: G.W Bush and company are not 

legally elected, is it criminal to speak of their 

designs as policy? [I think ~, yes. J How is it I 

find that I must resist doing so, given the "dear 

and present danger"? 
Silliman: "Poetry in America . . . is class 

war-and more----<:onduaed through the normal 

~ mechanisms of verse. The primary ideolog

ical message of poetry lies not in its explicit oon

tent, political though it may be, bur in the attitude 

toward reception it demands of the reader: It is this 

'attitude toward information,' which is carried for

ward by the recipient. It is this attitude whim 

forms the basis for a response to other informa

tion, not nea:ssarily literary, in the text And, 

beyond the poem, in the world" ('The Political 

E.conomy of Poetty," The New Sentmce, 31). 

And what attirude is maracterized by rapid 

eye movement (alternately paranoia and sleep). 

I'll oonfess I assigned Mackey's reading this after
noon to my writing students. I asked them, in 

the spirit of Hannah Weiner's notes for a writing 

workshop she apparently never oonducred 

("AWARENESS AND COMMUNICA

TION"-archived at UCSC Libraries), to write 

a response to the reading as a whole-what went 

through your mind while anending the event? I 

was oomered by a student on my way out of the 

auditorium, and he told me he had made an 

audio reoording of the reading just in case. In 

case of what? In case I fell asleep-you said how 

we oould write about whatever we were think

ing-I want to write about how a bunch of peo

ple were asleep. He said he saw me sleeping too. 

I told hin1 I had dosed my eyes to listen. Ere. 

If his observation had been a=irate (he 

wanted me to sleep), it would have been useful to 

write. In our previous class =ion, I fuund 

(rereading now Silliman's essay 'The New 

Sentence") oome vague afierlight of the hypothesis 

that there is an innate learning curve from full 

thought to imitation of sentence formulation 

based on oomplere thoughcs-complere sen

tences. But lei set up a dialogic situation in which 

"As I walked" was a oomplete thought yet to be 

rompleted as a sentence, and that the information 

carried was itself a vague afterlighr of a preceding 

dialogue. So that, every sentence is "new'' in that it 

ends or arrives, teleologically (the final term [.] is 

defined by the preceding terms). This is the seam 

through which Silliman is able to weave "K as if 

with a chamomile" ( Tjantinr; 132). "Literary crit

icism,'' writes Silliman, swnmarizing Willard Van 

Orman Quine, "ought to serve as a oorrective. 

13 



Unlike philosophy, it is a discourse with a clearly 
understood material object" ("The New 
Sentence," 71). 1bis is, of oourse, untenable. 
That's Silliman's critique. But it is not so fur from 
Silliman's signal reference to Stein: "What Stein 
means about paragraphs being emotional and sen
tences not is precisely .. . that linguistic units inte
grate only up to the level of the sentence, but high
er orders of meaning---such as emotion--inte
grate at higher levels than the sentence and ocrur 
only in the presence of either many sentences or 
. .. in the presence of certain oomplex sentences in 
which dependent clauses integrate with independ
ent ones. The sentence is the horizon ... " (87). 
But my dialogic approach had had nothing to do 
with the "removal of oontext" Silliman points to in 
Bob Grenier's Sentences. I would argue against 
charaaeriring Grenier's work in that way. My ped
agogical approach anticipated that context is pres
ence insofar as "time-sense" relates to sentence 
struaure. Silliman thought, in this time, "poetic 
furm has moved into the interiors of pr='' (89). 
But this severing of context is precisely the work of 
the implicit dialectic teleology of Qtiine's "eternal 
sentence" proposes as the intentional object of 
writing, critical writing. 

Why I don't read biogs: they are at best 
"dialects.» 

Why I read, and would like to contribute 
to, "Circulars": it is dialogic and, hence, timely. 

-Patrick Durgin 

from The Well Nourished Moon 
http://stephanieyoung.blogspot.com 

JANUARY 21, 2003 

Writing all these POSTCARD POEMS late
ly (wish I had a link fur you but I don't) I 

can see my wide streak of purism very clearly. I've 
been emphatic about writing the poem on the 
postcard and have refused to type it up on my 
computer either first, to edit, or after, to retain a 
copy. Ir seems daring. Anything could happen in 
the mail, right? The poem could get lost for all I 
know. I feel the same way about this blogging, I 
think. That editing is somehow fake or stylized or 
inappropriate fur the media involved. I have 
these illogical standards fur myself that are prob
ably born from a bastarefu.ed version of "first 
thought, best thought." 

Also I'm lazy. 
Also I think writing-all wntmg

should be in some ways like automatic writ
ing with invisible ink that only shows up in 
a mirror-I'd like co surprise myself or wish 
that myself was capable of surprise-

This may be an urban myth, but I've 
heard Dali had a lace afternoon habit/trick 
of sitting, enthroned in a giant chair, with a 
silver or golden spoon resting in his hand 
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(so overt!). The crick was: as he began co fall 
asleep, the spoon would fall to the _ground 
with a tinkling noise and wake him. He 
would turn to the canvas and brush set up 
next to his throne and paint whatever 
visions can be found in the liminal state 
between dreaming and waking. · 

My ass has fullen asleep while editing m?" 
template and I've not been working on the proJ
ect I was going to work on, reading all about 
Eva Hesse in preparation for directing Kathleen 
Fraser's play. -Stephanie loung 

from Overlap 
http://drewgardner.blogspot.com 

MARCH 24, 2003 
ANTI-WAR MARCH, NEW YORK CITY 

Mike Scharf and I wondering what it woul~ 
be like if the blades locked on the heli

copters hovering above the crowd: plummet
mg. 

The guy crossing us as we approached 
42nd St. saying, "Think about September 
11th." I say, "You' re misinformed!" 

Lee Ann Brown breastfeeding her child 
as she marched against war. 

The swinging Dixieland clarinet player. 
The 95-year-old woman in a motorized 

wheelchair protesting with the crowd. 
The group of nuns. next to the group of 

gay teenagers. 
The rippling waves of cheers moving 

over Broadway. 
Chanting at the NBC truck: 'Tell it like 

it is! Tell it like it is!" 
The roving percussionists. 
The poets of different "camps" and ages, 

together. 
The woman on the balcony at Broadway 

and 27th blowing a conch shell. Her four
year-old daughter coming out onto the bal
cony defiantly, demanding the shell, and then 
playing it even louder than her mother-to 
the vivid cheering of the marchers. 

Literally dancing in the street. 
Purposeful. 
The weird tape loop emanating &om the 

police van at the end of the march at 
Washington Square Park: "The march is now 
over. Please leave the area, and let the other 
marchers finish, as you have done." Exactly 
the don't-pay-anention-to-the-man-behind
the-cunain tone of voice. 

The calm, bored, irritated look on the 
faces of the police. 

"Hussein, bin Laden, Pinochet, all creat
ed by the CIA!" 

The lack of ANY story about the march 
in the print version of The New York Times. 

Guaranteed access for The New }, k ,, G c or Times "newspaper. rear motage. . 
The New York Times is wholly owned and 

operated by the U.S. state department. 
I associate the word "embedded" with 

deer ticks. 
Nada Gordon writing down the slogans 

of the marchers. 
Marianne Shaneen filming, filming. 
At Union Square, the emotion of th 

thing finally hitting me. Suddenly a good slo~ 
gan occurs to me "Invest in Haliburton now' 
You'll make a killing!" · 

Very disoriented shoppers ac Herald 
Square. 

Is being a protester now like a being a 
poet? You do this thing that makes so much 
sense to you, that you are so committed to, 
and that seems so valuable, and you and 
everyone with you, is totally and effortlessly 
ignored. 

New tactics? 
The guy in the bunny sµir. 
Arriving at Washington Square Park at 

4:30. Not wanting to leave. 
Futility or a river of sanity? Or both? 
Seeing poets more at protests than at 

readings. 
Headline: POETS STOP WAR AND 

REMOVE DANGEROUS ASSHOLES 
FROM POWER, NEW WORLD-WIDE 
ANARCHO-PACIFIST ATHEISTIC CRE
ATIVE HEDONISM PREVAILS, Sac, 
March 22, New York City: 

Anne Waldman. Ron Padgett, Ammie! 
Alcalay convince Donald Rumsfeld co stop 
the war and step down. 

Simon Pettet, Mike Scharf, Toni Simon 
convince Paul Wolfowitz to stop the war and 
step down. 

Nick Piombino, Mitch Highfill, Sue 
Landers convince Dick Cheney to stop the 
war and step down. 

Allison Cobb, Katie Degentesh, Nada 
Gordon convince George Bush to stop the 
war and step down. 

Marianne Shaneen, Sherry Brennan, 
Cecilia Vicufia convince Richard Perle co stop 
the war and step down. 

Brenda Iijima, Jeff Derksen, Lee Ann 
Brown convince Colin Powell co stop the waI 
and step down. 

Carol Mirakove, Jen Coleman, Gary 
Sullivan convince Condoleezza Rice to scop 
the war and seep down. di 

Brian Stefans, Karen Weiser, Joe Sa£ ~ 
convince Tommy Franks to stop the war an 
seep down. f 

The sun pouring down on the scream 
0 

humans in the street ... 
-Drew GardnP 
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JOSH (OREY AND K. SllEM MOHAMMAD 

A CONVERSATION 
The following exchange----0n Charles Altieri's "Aherword" to Rachel Blau DuPlessis and Peter 

Quartermain's lhe Obiectivist Nexus, Harryette Mullen's Sleeping with the Oidionary, and Doniel 

Davidson's cu/ture----0riginol~ occurred on the authors' biogs: joshcorey.blogspot.com (Corey) 

and limetree.blogspot.com (Mohammad). 

JOSH COREY 

Yesreroay I read CharlesAltieri's '½fi:erword" to 

Rachd Blau DuPlessis and Peter 

Quatermain's book The Objtctivist Nexus, in 

which he talks about how Objectivism represents 

a road not tiken in the innovative poeay that 

came afu:r-that is, Language poetty. He defines 

that poeay as having twO poles, represented by 

qn Hejinian and Charles Bernstein, respective

ly. As I understand him, Hejinian represents a 

mode of writing that emphasizes the subjective 

mind's engagement with its own processes of ver

bal percq,tion (which Altieri is at pains to distin

guish fiom the narcissistic symbolism of main

stteam poeay): "Poetry can only be defined as a 

p~ of making and finding gaps and connec

tions charged with the minds awareness of a life 

not reducible to any other less intense, combina

tory mode" ( TON, 306). Hejinian's commit

ment is to a mind forc.ed open and kept open to 

the conttadicrions it encounrers; to do this she 

stands at a distance from the representation of 

thing; so as to focus on mental processes: It's a 

phenomenological poetry in which the phenom

ena are sttangdy muted so as to focus our atten

tion on the clearing, or openness necessary fbr 

the apprehension of those phenomena. 

language is the medium for this kind of work 

because of its endless generative associations: 

"language discovers what one might know, 

which in rum is always less than language might 

say" (Hejinian, "The Rejection of Closure" in 

Tht lAnguage of Inquiry, 48). By contrast, Altieri 

seems to see Bernstein as being more srriccly 

obsessed with rhecoricity, with the existing lan

guages that are so to speak already lying around 

(and to) us, with breaking down the supposed 

naruralness and authority of any given piece of 

rhetoric (poetry as it has been ttaditionally 

understood is just another rhetorical mode for 

Bernstein). "And maybe now poetry is more use

ful if it no longer rries to purify the language of 

the tribe but teaches us to hear the various tribes 

whose values the demotic language simultane

ously expresses and exposes" ( TON, 309). 

Hejinian dreams of forms adequate to openness: 

"Indeed, the conjunction of form with radical 

openness may be what can ofler a version of the 

'paradise' for which writing often yearns-a 

flowering focus on a distinct infinity'' ("Rejection 

of Gosure," 42). Bernstein seems to be more 

interested in content in the sense of the diverse 

phenomena of language itself (as opposed to 

whatever that language may supposedly repre

sent), and content in this sense is the goal of poet

ry: "Formal dynamics in a poem create content 

through the shapes, ~' artitudes, and scruc

tures that compose the poem. Content is more 

an artitude toward the work or toward language 

or toward the materials of the poem than some 

kind of subject that is in any way detachable 

from the handling of the materials. Content 

emerges fiom composition and cannot be 

detached fiom it; or, to put it another way, what 

is detachable is expendable to the poetic" ("State 

of the Art" in A Poetics, 8). . 

Alrieris objection would then be to an effuce. 

ment of representation from language poetry that 

takes place at both of its poles: the Hejinianesque 

subjective discovery of forms and the 

Bemsteinesque objective exposure of contents. 

Objecrivism is the middle road because words are 

still permitted to represent both the world as the 

poet finds it and the poet him- or herself as they 

are embedded in a particular historical situation. 

Furthermore, the politico-ethical valence of 

Language writing generally seems to be conceptu

al, extra-poetic: the theory produced by I:anguage 

writers provides the transcendent horizon within 

which their practice operates. (Of course 

Language poetry supposedly problematizes or 

makes irrelevant the distinction between theory 

and practice, essay and poem-but Bernstein and 

Hejinian have both chosen to publish volumes of 

essays that are marerially distinct fiom their poet

ry.) Altieri seems to believe that the ethical and aes

thetic force in Objecrivism is fully immanent to 

particular poems: 

Objectivist poets have tQ mist Stevens' schema 

[imagination versus reality] as tQo abstnu:t: his 

sense of pressure remains philosophical. and therefore 

invites interpretatums of the world rather than t1CtJ 

within it. Objectivism can preseroe Stevens' averaU 

model of poetry as counter-pressure, but only by 

adding a demand that this pressure manifest itse!f 

within the concrete situatwns that specific poems 
project as untfe#ng the wm-k of poetic composition. 

Only then wiU aesthetic choice be inseparable fo,m 

existential choice, and poetry litemlly take on imme

diate ethical force. ( TON, 311) 

I find this to be a very attractive idea, though it 

seems open to criticism when you start thinking 

about particulars. It seems to me that "concrete 

situations" remain largely transcendent to rather 

than immanent within most Objectivist works; 

or rather, the reader is required to bring a knowl

edge of the concrete situation behind a poem like 

Oppen's "Of Being Numerous" in order to 

unlock the existential and ethical force imma

nent to it. Obviously whatever historical context 

a reader can bring to a poem is useful, but 

shouldn't a poem be able to achieve some mini

mal elfect without such context? (The lack of 

immanent context is probably the number one 

factor behind the perceived "difficulty'' of mod

em poetry-the ideal reader brings the necessary 

context to the table, while the next-to-ideal read

er learns to do without it and even to enjoy the 

possibilities engendered by its amence.) I also 

doubt that Altieri's dichotomy would stand up to 

rigorous scrutiny of the actual work of eirher 

Hejinian or Bernstein. But I do think that he has 

hit upon a useful description of two major ten

dencies in language writing that can also be 

applied to the writers who fall into the otherwise 

unhelpfully teleological category of "post

Language." He has also made it possible for me 

to perceive, at least in part, what I find lacking in 

both of these approaches; which brings me a bit 

closer to understanding exactly what it is I 

demand fi;om the poems I consider good, 
including of course my own. 



The two books we' re reading for the final session Shared takes the bounds, enterS a distance. 
Winsome within the abstract, the procession. 

that that common space suggested by "the dis.. 
cussion'' has become the "shared," which 
depends upon boundaries and distance, "win
some" in the way it has been rendered into "the 
abstract, the procession'' that the "one" is pre
sumably no longer part 0£ That hovering "one" 

nes: I of Jonathan Monroe's class "Omtemporary 
Poetry & Poetics" at Cornell would seem to rep
resent Altieri's dichotomy as it has manifested in 
the work of a younger generation: Daniel 
Davidson's culture and Harryette Mullen's 
Sleeping with the Dictionary. The intensely 
abstraa language of Davidson~ only relieved for 
me by the context provided in Gary Sullivan's 
afterword to the book, in which he describes 
Davidson's art as "in some essential way intended 
to be a kind of site-specific, confrontational activ
ity" (Davidson, 121). Gary's descriptions of 
Davidson make him sound like an impossible 
person, pissing off people he met for the sheer 
hell of it because "Dan simply wanted himself 
and his art to exist in a State of total confronta
tion" (122). He also sounds like a terribly sad per
son. The affuctive power of "Bureaucrat, my 
love." derives fi:om this bit of biography that 
Gary has provided: "He had been, after all, at the 
mercy of bureaucrats-who doled out his SSI 
and Medicaid benefits-the whole time I'd 
known him. Reading 'Bureaucrat' now, I see the 
broken man Dan was, sitting endlessly in offices, 
waiting to resolve this or that red tape issue, sim
ply so he could get medication, fuod, rent 
money" (123). Here's a piece of the poem that 
took on considerable power onc.e I knew this: 

wh 
M, 

Attmm, handles the transgressive. 
That a single body of wants disguises. 

M 
to, 

is the "single body of wants" that disguises the 
"transgres.5ive," which could only be transgressive 

m 
A single match is a dangerous thing. Then its light. 

In the stadium of hours, the solace of the paralysed 
is refreshed Home occurs with a vengeance, 

t r. 

club of the mind t:o see. 

if there is an outside to the "discussion," an out
side that was "prudently'' created at the begin. 
ning of the poem. The "single match" of the neiu 
line suggests the lone one whose "body of wants 
disguises" the transgressive could also light the 
transgressive and hurl it like an anarchist's bomb; 
"single match'' also implies a dangetous contact 
between two people. Without this fire, however, 

\ Stands the accused, the void, the voice. (71) 

"Anomie": 

Wvnir revive in union with their object, under 
ground and semblance. 

there is no light. The passage of public time 
refreshes "the solace of the paralysed" (the paral-
ysed body politic?) and "home" then occurs: The 
spatial "home" is transformed into a temporal 
event which is then likened to a weapon, the 

Pursued, 
after a fragment of success, a moment of involve
ment striking sound, 

"club of the mind to see." They who have the 
power to declare what is "home" have power 
with a capital P. But outside still stands "the 
acrused (I almost typed "the aca.med''l, the void, 
the voice'': the naked Other who has made both 
stadium and solac.e possible. 

Staring outward she approximaus a statue that 
thinking absorbs and 

disgurges after all. the sound of cursing and 
denial, in this int.erview you have forgptten 
myryer. 

But there is one name spoken do you ha.rm the talk 
you call. from me? 

Opening you a sheepish grin a fair brocade of red 
write a simple 

letter a typical, object the shape hammers away 
and now we are at the center of the world link palms 
and predict. (58) 

It's funny, actually: open the book at random and 
read a few lines or sentences and they all seem 
pregnant with meaning. From "Bureaucrat": 

I.Ack is itself what is used 
withstands justification 
superficial, definition. 

"Tm"ln, » ~,"'&e : 

Prudently one is remuved from the discussion 

Wouldn't want anyone, with one exception. 
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striking earth. 
Elsewhere, the prow allows as if a river of technique, 
triumph 

of assumptum. 

Foreign, distant, the long version spring of neutrali
ry Knowledge 

which lacks, 
unfolding st:ories of ,won and task as talk can aspire t:o. 

To fortune bringing up a show a/fingers, against the 
spine. 

At least that's one reading: you can see how 
it's possible to closely read work like Davidsons. 
And culture is shon: there are works every bit as 
abstract whose sheer length completely defeats 
any desire l might have to read them. The rela
tive brevity of Davidson's work (and the sad fact 

To read the book (or books) as a whole is then to 
follow a restless mind discovering its own experi
enc.e moment by moment, with the connections 
to be filled in by the reader. But I for one tend to 
find this immensely fatiguing. Ifl can't find some 
context (and I would hate to suggest that it's only 
biographical context-not that there isn't an 
obvious political context to the spectacle of this 
man's humiliations at the hands of the State) for 
these kinds of perc.eptual acrobatics, l tend, liter
ally, to fall asleep. There's nothing there to hang 
onto at all on a first reading; a second reading will 

that there will be no more ofit) makes it easier for 
me to contemplate the labor required to get some 
kind of context out Qf it. It's fairly f::JSY for me to 
forego the concrete, objective, representational 
and/or narrative dimension in poetry. What I 
find much harder to do without is the beauty, 
euphony, wit, and sheer play of the signifier-the 
signifier made concrete-and this is the bounti
ful pleasure that makes Sleeping with the 
Dictionary so much more immediately delight
ful. Many of the poems do bring a context, a 
weight of reference, that l can engage with--a:m
sider this paraphrase of Shakespeare's Sonnet 
130: 

at least take place in the context of the first, so 
that you might more easily identify recurring 
words and tropes. Davidson's language is remote 
from any concrete referent, while being itself 
abstracted from any concrete sense of the signifi
er. His language isn't sensuous at all, nor does he 
offer much in the way of images. The elusive 
pleasure of this work (and it's a pleasure that still 
more often eludes me than not) is in the supple
ness of Davidson's mind, his transitions. Look at 
that piece of "Image": the way "one is removed 
from the discus.5ion'' (of the "one's" fate?) and 
becomes an "exception." Next there's the notion 

Dim Lady 

My honeybunch's peepers are nothing like neon. 
Todays special at Red Lobster is redder than her kiss
er. If Liquid Paper is white, her racks are instillt
tional beige. If her mop were Slinkys, dishwater 
Slinkys would grow on her no?Ji,n. I have seen tabk
cloths in Shakey's Pizza Parlors, red and white, ~ 
no such picnic colors do I see in her mug. And 171 

some minty-fresh mouthwashes there is more s,ueet-
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,,ess than in the garlic lnuze my main squ«:a 

w/J((oS• I kM to hear her mp, yet I'm aware that 

Muode has a hipper beat. I don't know any Marilyn 

Monroes. My ball and chain is plain fivm head to 

toe. And yet, by gosh, my scrumptwus twinkie has as 

much sex appeal for me as any lanky model or plat

inum movie idol who's hyped beyond klief. 

--0, I wiU sit. I am Will 

-So sit, Will 

-Im William. So I am! I wiU sit! 

-So sit still, WJ/iam. 

--0, I am! I sit. 

-Otis, sit still' 
-I am stiU William! 

--Otis is William. 

-WiU is William. 

-William is Otis too. 

that explains what the instincts I already follow 

might lead to. And if I can articulate that poetics, 

it might become a more flexible instrument And 

my poeay will be able to grow in ways I can't yet 

anticipate, because I can't yec describe them. 

K. SILEM MOHAMMAD 
Mullen's themes---race and sexuality, con

swnerism, and the value of literature-are all 

obviously present in this poem, but on the way 

co those themes it's impoosible not to yidd to the 

sheer delight and insouciance of her rhythms, 

diction, rhymes, and alliteration, all embedded 

within a fair imitation ofShakespeares ~tax. To 

put it in Freudian terms, the manifest content 

here is a genuine carnival. By comparison, 

Davidson's work is Lenten and latent-his cami

valesque isn't intrinsic to his language but lies 

cranscendentally above or beyond or below his 

text, a source of energy that can't be traced back 

co its source. Mullen brings so many ~ into 

hec work: the cultural detrirus of brand names, 

people's names, cliched phrases (she perhaps 

inevitably sounds a bit like Ashbery in this 

mode), and everyday objects. Her energy is right 

on the swfuce, in the way words suggest each 

othec or share letters or belong to overlapping dis

anuses. Even where the cultural or historical 

rontext isn't dear, I feel much more pennission 

from Mullen to bring in what pieces of context I 

can find. What if, for example, the Otis and Will 

in this poem were Otis Redding and William 

Shakespeare? 

--0, I am WJ/iam! William is Otis! Otis is Josh Corey discusses Danid Davidson's culture 

0, 'Tzs Wzlliam 

-Is it Otis? 
-Im. . . 
-Otis, so it is. 
-Am? 
-Tts Otis. 
-lam ... 
-So, it's Otis. 
-I am William. 
--0, Otis, sit. 
--0, I am Will 
-Sit, Otis. 
-It's Will 
-Is Otis to sit? 
-Otis? 
-Is wza so sit! 
--0, wiUI? 
-WiU Otis sit? 
-I'm Wtlliam! 
-0, wiU WiU sit? 

-IwiUsit. 
-So sit, Otis! 

Wzlliam! 
and Harryene Mullen's Sleeping with the 

I am Wdl! Otis too! O, WJ/iam Otis, it is! I Dictionary in his most recent post. Oddly 

am!(55) enough, I've just been reading both books 

God, I love this poem, the sheer exuberance it 

finds in its carefully impoverished materials. Its 

very Steinlike, it's even very Will-like-Mullens 

affection for Shakespeare is obvious, even as she 

contests the authorities that have been sec up in 

his name. The thing about her poetty versus 

Davidson's is that I recognize it more intimate

ly-it's easier to imagine the state of mind in 

which she wrote her poems than the state of 

mind in which he wrote his. Maybe this is a fail

ure of empathy on my part. I am certainly not 

ready to conclude that Davidson has less to offer 

me; I just think I don't know quite how to read 

him yet I lack the impulse to reject what I don't 

immediatdy understand; I wonder if I should 

stop worrying about readers who do have that 

impulse. It's much easier for me to imagine teach

ing hec book in my creative writing class next 

year than it is to imagine doing the same with 

Davidson: partly because I understand what she's 

up to bectec, but mostly because I believe the sru

dents will have an immediate and visceral 

response to her book that I can't imagine them 

having to culture. Still, I've devdoped an affection 

for both books and their very diffuent m~ of 

oomedy ( their disparate techniques for ironizing 

their materials are recognu.ably comedic). As a 

poet, I lean more toward Mullen, but I feel I have 

lots to learn from the kind of subjectivity con

struction-work that goes on in Davidson 

(Mullen's subjectivity, or at least a certain recog

nizable tone, is much more stable than 

Davidson's). Neither of them of course is work

ing that Objectivist middle ground that contin

ues to aa:racc me even as I puzzle over what it 

might mean and how it might work. How do 

you clemocratiz.e your materials? How do you 

make it dear to the reader that your words, the 

~ they rerer to, your~ about the words 

and the ~' etc., all exist nonhierarchically on 

the same playing fidd? How do you avoid verti

cal/ symbolic arrangement? Is this even desirable? 

What I'm groping toward, here, is the poetics 

myself. I taught the Mullen last week in my 

"Reading Poetry" course (boy, that sounds pre

sumpruous--as though a book of someone 

dse's poetry is something you can just com

mandeer and "teach"), and I've been reading the 

Davidson just because it was there on my shdf 

and I reafued I hadn't read it yet. 

Joshs comments are smart and honest, as 

always, but I can't hdp interjecting my own 

somewhat contrary opinion. I admire both 

books, but for me Davidson's provides more 

prolonged readerly engagement The poems 

Josh cites from Sleeping, "Dim Lady'' and "O, 

TIS William," are acrually among tbe ones that 

I tire of the futest: They strike me as toy poems, 

mere giddy exercises. Not that there's anything 

wrong with this in itsel£ They're perfectly enjoy

able, and they're wonderful for stimulating sru

dents to loosen up and ay new procedures. 

I'm more interested, however, in Joshs 

resistance to culture, or to be more precise, I'm 

interested in some of the terms he uses to 

express his resistance. I can't hdp but recall 

Jonathan Mayhew's objection tbat Russdl 

Edson's language is not sufficiently "charged 

with meaning" (in Pound's words) when I read 

Josh's criticism that Davidson's "language isn't 

sensuous at all, nor does he offer much in the 

way of images." I don't want to argue that this 

is simply a "subjective" judgment; rather, I want 

to call for a rigorous definition (or set of possi

ble definitions) of terms like "sensuous." Again 

rerurning to the Poundian triad of mdopoeia, 

phanopoeia, and logopoeia, I think we can 

make a distinction here between a text 

(Sleeping) that foregrounds mdopoeia and one 

( culture) that foregtounds logopoeia. 

Something Murid Rukeyser writes in The 

Life of Poetry (thanks to Heather Fuller for turn

ing me on to this book) hdps me think through 

some tentative definitions of these concepts: 

~ painting is made by the hands of the painter, set

ting up the imaginative experience taken through 
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J,i., ~ .Music is wriltr,1 by the hand of the com

p<l·lf~ giving us the imaginative experience 

tf.wugh the erm. Poetry is made by the hand of the 

pt and if W: rtad the poem, wr un:e the imag

inative expenmce through the~ with a shadow 

of SQUJvi; if we hear it, wr take it through the ears 

with a shaJgw of sight. 
limits may be set on this by work wid, the 

iJlitrrak, the blind and the deaf, who can help us 

to /mow the ~ of sense. 

But the reality of aJJ the arts is that of d>e 

imaginalion. 

Focusing on that middle paragraph fur a 

moment, we might try to furmulate the ques

cion as fullows: 
Mdopoeia is lost on the deaf 

Phanopoeia is lost on the blind. 

Logopoeia is lost on ... whom? 

saying that I reafue there might be some value 

in pure logopoeia. But is that what culture is? If 

so, I almost feel that the scraps of biographical 

context in Carys afteiword have done the read

er a disservice, paradoxically forcing anyone not 

previously familiar with Davidson's personal 

context ro read the book through the narrow 

lens of autobiography. 

I'm working every day on acquiring a 

higher tolerance for abstraction: my entire 

graduate education has been oriented toward 

that goal, because I really started from zero after 

an undergraduate education in whim I'd man-

. _Ir d~n't sound very exciting conceptual

ized lil this way ... too mum like an injunction 

to ear your vegetables because they're good for 

you even if they don't taste thar good. Bur that 

brings us back to the need to redefine the "sen

suous." We all know that certain experiences 

that we might shun at first later provide us with 

more intense satisfaction than those experiences 

we fill>t preferred. In my case, jazz would be an 

CX'alllple. For that matter, going back to vegeta

ble:;, I now prefer lima beans to Kandy Korn, 

hands down. Some experiences, that is, don't ar 

fim strike us as sensuous simply because we 

have not yer awakened the specific senses need

ed. Sometimes these senses need ro be invented 

anew. TI1e reality is in the imagination, as 

Rul-eyser says. 

aged to avoid studying any philosophy or liter

ary theory, mudl less Language poeay. I do 

wonder though if the pleasures of logopoeia 

aren't the pleasures of asceticism, of self-denial, 

of an almost masochistic suppression of ones 

desire or expectation of some kind of melo- and 

phonopoeia from poeay. A little self-denial is 

an extremely useful and necessary thing, but a 

sustained experience of it, whidl is what 

Davidson's text offers, makes me grab for the 

life ring of Mullen's richly melopoetic text. Even 

if it's really just a Llfe Saver doomed to dissolve 

in my mouth because I can't resist tonguing the 

hole in the middle. It might be oue what Cage 

says about doing something boring long 

enough, whidl strikes me as a corollary to 

Blake's proverb, "If the fool would persist in his 

folly he would become wise." But the writer at 

least knows why he or she is persisting in doing 

that boring thing. How does one create, where 

does one find, readers whose negative capabili-

Rukeysers category "illiterate" seems like a 

good place to start. Someone in the eighteenth 

century might say the "dull": those who, literal

ly or figurativdy, cannot read. The figurative 

sense I have in mind would apply to someone 

who, though technically literate, is incapable of 

~iscering rhetorical effects like irony or 

metaphor, whose imagination is incapable of 

navigating any detour from the path of cl1e 

most direct referential communication. Sud1 n 

~n wmJd also not understand puns. or 

rhymes, or rebuses, or iconic compurcr "smi

leys," all of whidl indude media~had

owed, to use Rukeyser's word-versions of 

sound and sight. 

More on mis soon, if I can sustain my 

fucus. Right now I have ro carm a real, not 

imaginoo, bus. 

l don't mean to suggest d1ar the logopoer

ic dimension is entirely, or even inordimud)', 

absent from Mullen's work. Certainly many of 

the poems in S/it>ping invite us ro make dml

lenging memal connections, ere. Bur a~ Josh 

himself points our, the book is "immedi1uel)1 

delighrfiil.." and q11ire ofien works of rhis sort 

make certain sacrifices in othe,r areas. Mort 10 

the point, works rhat dr.unnrically foreground 

'chc;- logopoeric dimension often make sacrifkcs 

in the are-a of what we would us1mlly consider 

"sensuous" dfu:rs. I suspect this is pnrr of whnt 

keeps Mikt' Snider. fur e.xnmple, frcun being 

abk ro rank Zuko(~k), wid, Mihn11: Milton's 

sonic and even visual tt'IV!lt-ds ult' much nt(lrt 

immediatt'. (Alrhough. having s:iid 1.his. I 1nus1 

add that Milton is one of rhost' poers wlu, hnlds 

all thrt't' •pot'ias in ne:11·-consrnn1. 11~lt"(\p1,1I 

b.·-1.b.ncl': .I might nlso ndd char D.1vidMn could 

be:- one of chose· J)(krs I " '-lS crying ro rhink of 

rht' other day who c:m nchicw srnr;1cric dl~ts 

compamhle in rlwi r suhdl'I)' ·:,nd 1;J1\'t:" l\l 

MiltLHI. Early MihN1. nt lc.1s1. whkh is 1H•1hing 

10 Slll'l'lC at.) 

JOSH COREY 

Thank you Kasey fur your extremely lucid 

I nc-sponse ro my response ro Davidson and 

M1Jlen. You've provided me with some helpful 

cools ro :lpproaming Davidson and Language 

poetry gcner.Jly-f like Spallr's idea about a 

const:mcly shifting dialectic between system 

and derail. Your further interrogation of the 

me:ming of logopoeia, and logopoetic play, is 

t1ho very usefi.J (and f had no idea Muriel 

Rukeyser w:.ts so interesting! Truth be cold, I 

b:udy know who she is). I also agree that there 

is something Kandy Korn-like about Mullen

though you know, l like candy com and I hate 

linm be.ms. Always have. ff we're going ro speak 

in 1-enns oflirer.u caste, mine has evolved not so 

mud1 toward preferring bitter flavors over sweet 

ll,1wri; (though irs true r now prefer beer to 

cola. ,,nd you cu1 only ear so mum candy com) 

tl@1 toward preferring strong flavors over weak 

ffaw11i (I now ear all kinds of things that I 

thought were inedible when I was a kid: blue 

dtro.'e, jalapeno peppers, ere.). I still require 

~'Ollle 1nelopoeia, at least in my own poetry, ro 

infurn1 :.ind create engagement with the 

logopoei.1; and as my comments about Altieri 

should have indicated, I'm not ready ro jettison 

mi.mesis. I get a good deal more pleasure out of 

\Xfatt-en~ &d Histo1y than r do culture, ar least 

so fat; because Warren's text references and rep

re-ents :l ,vorld diat I can understand- in other 

wurJs, it brings its hisrorico-rexrual context to 

lhc 1-eadcr, its mediation of history through his

torical documents. Perhaps this is logopoeia as 

111c,11is to :m end and not an end in itself- and 

ty is muscular enough to enable mem ro wait 

for the system (better: the systematic) to 

emerge? I'm serious here: how does one become 

a genuinely appreciative reader of Language 

poetry? 

K. SILEM MOHAMMAD 

OK, bus ride over, home ac my desk, 1V din

ner eaten, last post re-read. It was hastily writ

ten, so I can see there's a lot that needs filling in. 

For starters, I hope it doesn't sound like I'm 

implying that Josh is illiterate because he does

n't appreciate Davidson sufficiently. Not my 

intention. Let's gee back to me whole logopoeia 

question, since I was being kind of tdegraphic 

in that whole section. What I'm trying to gee at 

is that logopoeia encourages a use of the mean

ing-making pan of me brain that Stretmes it 

beyond irs baseline functions of rational deduc

tion, linear synthesis, etc. It is a use that involves 

sound and image, but perhaps at a levd of shad

owedness (Rukeyser again) that can best be 
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apprehended in the abstract, as opposed co 

rbrough direct sensual perception, or perhaps 

more pertinently, as opposed to through the 

mimesis of same. Thus a high colerance fur 

absrraction is a key component of the requisite 

logopaetic literacy. 

ble and unhummable phrasal collocations. A 

passage from "Product": 
terms (consumerism = chewing subjec 

and spitting them our as recycled di 

etc.). The system is important here, I 

not as a cognitive destination, bur as a , 
Joint venture with moth-like animals. 

I have to interrupt myself, because it 

occurs co me that Pound would probably snort 

loudly at most of what I'm writing. Oh well, 

he'.s dead. 

Made in entertainment, the phenomenon is 

really nothing made easy. 

ceptual stopping-pose that re-orients 

reader, preparing him or her to lee go of, 

rain expectations and improvise oth 

Josh's impatience with Davidson's writing, 

he says, has co do with a lack of anchorabilicy: 

not enough to grab onto, no surface footholds, 

whatever. This is something Juliana Spahr dis

cusses in her essay 'After Language Poeay", 

when she ralks about what initially attracted 

her to Language Poetry: 

Experts have struggled to increase you, capital 

assembling to visions, your typical, sensuous, 

brilliant passion. 

Once we've recogni-zed that there are re: 

two authors, only one of which is hum; 

we can appreciate certain effects of phrasi 

and inflection for what they are: orchescr; 

Show us your health care. 

Timeless, master.fairy-crafted writing. 

ed accidents, or accidental orchestratior 

We can even appreciate the happy hal 

chance of thematic motifs coming togethc 

almost integrally .. . passion, satisfactior 

A revolution in the American tradition of con

temporary design, where you wish to increase 

style. "Half-chance," that is, since th 

author has not completely surrendered con

trol to a machine; he has winnowed rht 

results of computerized processing wich 
you. In nry thinkin~ I tend to begin with detail and 

then if I am smart enough, I move from there to 

the system. What wa.s usefal about language writ

ingfar me then was that it kept demanding that 

I look at the system, most obvious& the system of 
language, be.fore I maroeled at the detaiL 

Our imaginatiom are the time-fame of qulll

ity features and financial privilege. 

bias and sensibility. He has developed

imagined-this sensibility as a response to 

the demands of the method he himself has 

See the differences .... At aU locatio11s. 

Return to those glorious days. 

Whichever reason, the world. 

devised extempore. I rhink of Cage's remark 

char once you do something boring Jong 

enough, you eventually discover thar ir is 

not boring at all. Furrher, you discover that 

it has rules, however vague or fracrally com

plex, and that these rules yield focused per-
I like this formulation because it suggests 

that neither approach-derail first, then sys

tem, or vice versa-is superior, but chat the 

ability co switch back and forth between 

chem is valuable. Also, the "before I mar

veled" suggests that the derail (which I cake 

co include primarily effects of melo- and 

phanopoeia, though chat may be an over

simplification) is always going co be impor

tant, bur that we may have co come up with 

ways of conceiving it that cause us co swerve 

away from it for awhile, as though in a tem

porary investigative orbit. 

Blocked-out, removed, and collected i11 the 

soothing motkm, each persoMI seme of satis

faction is the offtpring great old ideas are 

intended to address. 

ceptions. Finally, these perceptions consti

tute a form of sensuousness. 

I have a similar response ro Barrett 

Warren's writing: in its deliberate Barness, 

there is a quality I find extremely sensuous. 

It may be a reptilian, or cyborg, sensousness, 

bur it is "charged with meaning" on a plane 

thar more conventionally "emotive" writing 

doesn't have access ro. 

Check out our terrific trammg models, 

designed to pamper a wealth of old-world priv

ilege. 

Rewards such ns a mo11th to continue our typi

cal service .. .. And your office is the time .frame. 

Satisfaction.... Its a model we can no /anger 

overcome. Experience it now. 

The question is, how does one ever ger ro a 

system here? Ir's clear enough thar there is 

some sorr of "critique" of consumerism 

going on here, but is there any rexrual 

design or ratio that will reward careful, 

repeared reading, so as ro make tl1e critique 

more cogent? Maybe, maybe nor. Gary 

Sullivan informs us in his afrerword thar 

I sciU don'r rhink l've finished my 

thought. I ofren wish I had rhe discipline ro 

argue a point through in derail, leading up 

ro a firm conclusion, rhe way Ron Silliman 

does on a consistent basis. Not char I always 

agree with his conclusions, bur rhere's a 

rruly admirable confidence ro his writing. 

Mullen does require us on some level co 

work out a system (albeit one which is 

broadcast loudly co us by the title of the 

book), but it gives us plenty of instant pleas

ures to occupy ourselves with while we're 

getting there. Like I said, nothing wrong 

with this, except that in some cases, I wish 

that the surface delights were more subtle, or 

contained more layers. The system in her 

case, however, almost seems like more of an 

ornament at times than a necessary struc

ture. (Though I don't find this ro be so much 

the case in an earlier work like S*PeRM**KT, 

whose playful surface ripples correspond 

more rigorously co its sobering contextual 

undercurrent.) Davidson's book, on rhe 

other hand, is less indulgent. As we've estab

lished, ir's confrontational like irs author. Its 

particular method of confronrarion is ro 

present the reader with resolutely impenerra-

"Produce" was composed with rhe aid of 

"Breakdown," a rexr-manipulating sofrware 

program. Knowing r.his explains some of 

rhe funky grammar and syntax, bur ir does

n't "explain" anything thematically excepr 

in rhe broadest, mosr banal metaphorical 

OK, continuing char digression, I have 

co mention char Ron's reading of Chris Tysh's 

Continuity Girl (reading of the first few 

pages, char is) this morning was more suc

cessful ar making me wanr ro buy the book 

rhan it was ar convincing me that her 

approach was somehow passe. Similarly I 

want ro read more abour this "cognitive 

blending" that he refers ro in the same post. 

Maybe I'll go check me our some of chat 

there scuff and come back with more blib

berry-blabber larer. 
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Rtdua:d, Situations, 20()3. David U11Ie11, Freaky If 
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Rtnt Rian/, Love Poems, GUZ F.ditions, Jm, 

L;dt ~ The Lobe, RoofBooks, 20()2. 

~ts; tumor guts), sex-tooled (stiff curve; pene

tralia), ~ (romeo 'ZOOt!/ High-heeled) square 

pants. This Jokefui project oould be typed as unseri

ous, }'tt Andrews attaches the poems to srem am

cqxual fuunery, apparatus, praxis, etc., so that the 

didactic authority these concepts intimate on the 

title page point to more insaumemal p~ The 

p.refure establishes the wo.dc as ''a companion piece" 

to another book by Andrews, lip Service, only the 

poetry in Millmnium fuaises on ''socially resonant 

marerial." Even befure finishing the pref.ire we gee 

it This is wotk about its own oollation, I 000 w.icky, 

brilliant, oommWJa!ly relevant piea:s put in the 

right plares. The work, as nored, oomes with back

up insauaions that prep readers to serer through 

the poeay with notional expectations, as well as to 

read it with reference along a continuum in 

Andrews' career pnx=ing other text5. 

On Gma1 rig horns chug. 
These werr briefly some of my piles. 

And an attitude w grind them. 

Exp~ selective phenomena keeps Shaw scene 

shining and job hopping. His specificity of the 

worl<place and other stagings fur poli-ri condition

ing is apt, abbreviar.ed, and the sound is right Here 

are some favorites. 
It's awful to pidc up a book of poems and find 

~Awhile ago this was so. 

"I hie ~ in ochers' dreams": Befu.re, a 

product-mindfd c:oruwner of poeay intuited the 

elfurt char ~ a per&aly nonnal--50Ullding 

clause like this, but she preferred pulling the dream 

straight 6:om the text rather than dwdling on evi

dence of its labor. 
Today the corwmer can lose hmelf in~ 

mere are wooo about voo.dc ~); \\000 about 

that other kind of voo.dc (earning$); and voo.oo that 

oorlc to amUIC us as 'not wodc.' All together, the 

~ here are metalinguistic and rdlexive, but my 

irumc is simple, to highlight three approaches as 
recmt transactions in remaooible p.raaia. 

A good lead-in to the typology is 1he 

Millmnium Project by Brore Andrews, available 

online. A~ of marerial fiom the 1980s and 

1990s, Millmnium adds up as real labor, nearly a 

thousand pages of poems in 11 volumes. Each rol

wne is sectioned off within a delimited spearwn of 

"conaptually organized" airegories: distance, con

text, suture, apparatus, praxis. These subsets are then 

split into 18 smaller divisions that take up shared 

fonru and themes. The aoohan:h of teXtS geis pre

viewed within a near 'pegboard' on the index page 

with 55 points of entry (I I volumes x 5 cona:pru-

In The Lobe ¼de Shaw makes evident his 

own set of proc:= aanslating Diderots rationalist 

"practice of seleaivdy eliding and oqxmding ... to 

present diffiatlties and supply phenomena." Shaw's 

phenomena summon a big, nearly all-male cast of 

referena:s to 18th cenrucy figures (Wtlhem Meisrer, 

Johann wn Herder, Nw.ilis, Friedrich Holderlin, 

among others) as well as oonremporaries (Rodolphe 

Gashe, Phil Rizzuto, JdfWall, Fester) for a pocket 

dictionnairr poetique brimming with exaptional 

diffirulties: ''ski slopes gone to gravel"; "he learns by 

playinw as a diagram makes his rage conatte"; 

"Undezgoing abject exteriority and historical 

whiplash"; "I used staa.'ato rib ~ and irregular 

stomach billOM to enfold the islands eoonomy of 

lunch motions into my midriff''; and so forth. 

* A "hippie" tries the service e,dJ; 

* 1he Overseer in his upstairs office; 

* a scu/pflJr /aid-off from his temp job; 

* 1he $217 of junk money he had gotten from 
the unwatched suitcdse; 

* profiling applicants who might accept unpaid 

internships; 

* punch-in time. 

Thanks partially to Shaws .research on the Age of 

Re.ison, certain noun phrases projex:::t more than a 

whiff of~ c:Jass.aJilision: ''world travelers" 

brushes up against "rownies"; "the Baron" v. ''worl<:

suired helpers"; 'someone speaking/ on a cell 

phone" v. 'private fucking property." While this is a 

text that persists in examining its own compnsi

tional practice, 1he Lobe m to ambient surround 

sound of political and eoonomic preocrupations 

and their attendant outflow of self-knowledge: 

As the sun §JeS down, Fm mninded that I own stuff 

But no, Fm not satisfied: I still keep notebooks and 

make!ists. 

Im going to move ID another wotk type, poeay 

that makes oontaa with earning a living and one's 

finding a niche among the impersonal maaosauc

rures we a.oociate with late capitalism. This cype has 

been previev.d in Shaw's supply of data on class, 

employment scenarios, ere. In charaaeriiing this 

seoond cype as worl<: about earning a living, howev

er, Im interesred in emphasiiing one's intimate and 

translormative interaaions with 'the outside.' To 

illustrate I'll rum to two recent chapbooks. 

al curgories). As the title html indicares, once you 

en.ta; "you can navigare the projex:::t by moving 

5'XjUCll.tially through one of the deven wlumes (ldi 

or right), or 6:om one subsection to its counreipart 

in eadi of the other ren wlumes (up and down)." 

When you sda::t Volume I, C3, the "suture" cate

gory, you find a poem, "C3AI-a," which begins: 

The Jtiff cun;e ease &the dark ci/Jachrome nights 

Hornin precipice, dizzy elixirabk nmwr guts 

a mock .fake swdl stupor romeo zoot 

High-heeled monotonic koochie-koochie 

pmara/ia of gi,fo · · · 
~ language in these poems is "resticular," the 

funiliar "mannequin attributes" of a halfd-depre

cuing (mock fuke), deach-meral (darlc cibachrome 

If Shaw were only compiling an encyclopedia 

in an emergency, so to speak. there would be little 

dse to notice in his proc:=. But there is more, as 

phenomena pile up. Shaw is in a methodological 

snit char he aims to transform, but that also triggers 

inBuena:s not entirely under his oontrol A brrezy 

13--liner titled "Enter the Wagon," begins: 

"'&notional oonrenc,' repeats The MNci; / oorrect

ing a ~s kick./ I don't w.mt to be all 

'Confucius said,' but the mysterious fluids find/ 

expression .. . " &notional phenomena and a self.. 

conscious ~ on method pour out by way of 

nastyytt urbane environs, captured in these last five, 

O'Hara-like lines: 

1he monster trucks sparkle. 

The surround sound kicks-in. 

tempom,y tattoos by Grol Mirakove looks like 

a journal, with enaies on each page numbered I 

through 15, 50me numbers with two or more 

enaies-"IO (am)," "IO (noon)," "IO (pm)," for 

instan~d with one enaywith a double num

ber-"5-6 :: happy" (the nwnber 13 is skipped). 

The texts are lyrics about so much more than earn

ing a wage. They renter on internal dialog with a fel. 

low who tattoos the writer's hand, takes drug., and 
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i.m't always aroW1d while she does other ~ 
laundry, listening to music, and aha! fuoling aroWld 
at the office. Mirakove is not unmindful of the dark 
furc:es of capitalism, though. "i have just venrured 
into the world of online banking." Two sentences 
later: "i have 3 phone bills." 

Here's Mirakoves portrait of a higher-up at 
work "he's the best person i know but i swear i think 
he thinks about saran wrap. turnbuckle. someone 
on 1st avenue says 'yeah, he's the do."' This is the 
light hand of poeoy of the moment, oochestrating 
Mirakove's fill-ins about 'the outside' into credible 
and amusing clements in a larger, deeper song. 
Three entries titled "11 (am)," "11 (noon)," and 
"11 (pm) :: depression rearing up like gods ~t

rer'' further demonsttar.e Mirakoves brand oflight
n= The first half of" 11 (am)" starts as an employ
ment narrative but this yidds asymactically to a 'you' 
she ~ throughout the rext: 

In T11mU'lf! a lot, including one with an art directur 
who tdJs me that the intended nav bar rolor is critical. 
sigh. flesh out aesthetics versus e-commerr:e. i don't know 
whether IQ fed eary or aufol in knowing the difference. 

the other 2 were so desperate for the job it broke 
nryheart. 

i should get atfeg. a/Jhuugh meta-me says petting 
purpose is a slight pathetic. 

Its because as soon as i was looking.for y,u. 

These fuur paragraphs re~:mate, one to the next, 
back and futth. You more fully appreciate a line, "i 
should get a dog," after reading a few lines further 
("i was looking fur you''). Similar in emotional furce, 
the seoond paragraph ("the other 2 were so desper
ate fur the job it broke my heart'') makes more sense 
as a OOWlter-sigh to the slight san:a.ID1 implicit in the 
word "sigh'' from the paragraph prereding. The 
entry "11 (noon)," roward its oondusion, takes us 

back to 'you,' and back to the office. 

in honor of pu,ple ;ou. ukn the mdution annes the1F 
will, be no mmr: ~ nry ~ uent around emlier 
and said W? must not exr:m:i 40 hows a week. &i spmd 
at lbJSt 10 hows a mdl ~ so this is (Jl)f1TJ/J, 

[before i rould type 'a pretty good deal" a meeting 
popped up around nry cube & then there were thrre 
people IN nry cube with me & nry desk---breaJhe
breathe-J 

dear hero in prison, 

Obvious oon.flation in fun.ta.wing 'you'---die sec
ond paragraph of"ll (noon)" begins "i am busy 
daydreaming ... "-with Mirakove's own imprwn
ment in workday action binds the lyric. Real and 
imagined, what's the difference? as the nansfurma-

tion smu:agem goes. The low-key authenticity of a 
manager and then three people in a amide lends 
credence to her miking W1a11ticipated notes, "pur
ple you'' and "hero." And just in case you recoil 
from the nearly plaintive rant "when the revolution 
comes," Mirakove dears this up recursively in "11 
(pm) ... ": "when i said 'revolution' i meant i11 keep 
you dose in a special midwestern way." 

Joe Elliot is a poet in the poeoy publishing 
busine$. This is a to0-funiliar combination. His 
chapbook Reduced reveals more speedily than other 
recmt examples, though, what a poet is up to when 
she or he works in what he says and in the ways he 
says it 

Reduced is a small object, even by chap
book standards, twelve pages of used blue-lined 
notepaper, cut to 4 x 5 1/4 inches. One sign of 
working 'in what he says and in the ways he says 
it' is how the poetry here is imprinted on pages 
that contain penciled-in (erasable) handwrinen 
notations related to printing. One imagines the 
paper was hanging around the back office, and 
Elliot didn't want to waste it: 

I thuught of writing 
y,u a letter explaining all 

the T1!l1SOT1S Fm not 

1r ]h1 <e (Q) ~v ll ]p> ]F <e § § 
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,,,g, thm I thought of 

tdl that JX1P 
tlx sh,inking mirefinm 

inmyhetvi. 
didnt, 

wrote this instead 

Ar~ points the handwriting~ Elliots print

C%i _poem is ldi to happeMana:, and sina: earn piece 

of piper is one of a kind, no in~n of panirular 

handwriting and prinred rext will be repeared. In my 

OOf'tof &duadthe penciled~ "fonn rillegible] -
I 00" shares the same line as the beginning of the 

prinred rext, "Some~ people g:oo// their lovd 
Jem,s to the dead ... " Barely making out the V'.Olm 

''&,me liw1~" (lxx:ause these wrn:d.5 inrersoc:t with the 

illegible penciled-in rext) while simultaneously in-tak

. ~thehandwricren "foan Lillegible] -100" is chilling 
Then ~ • .raibing the line literally ~is---''funn 

&,me liwii; . 100"-m the subject pootion of the 

prinred poem is WlSeltling when I oontinue to read: 

"funn &,me Jim~ - 100/ people g:oo// their lovd 
leaas to the dead ... " In this reading, line 1, the most

ly incomprehensible line of penciled-in and prinred 

rexr, ena:is the pathos of writing to the dead Further, 

the look of two knKk of rext (layers of thinking and 

rethinking) and the annasphere surrounding the n:xtS 

(dun blue lines floating~ white pulp) oomribute 

to an an:ifia: of intimacy, which is aoo eerie, because I 

can experience this easily-erased, half-handwricren 

poem as onewricren to me personally. But this is a love 
letrer to the dead! 

Elliots practice oombining poetry and~ life 

OOntrasls with Mirakoves. tm7p01111J UJIIOOf moo:s up 

the worl«iay with daydreams to ~ a nimble 

lyricmn Rt:duad distribures its limired marerials--,i) 

handwrim:n nores and b) prinred rext --ro cana:l 

and simultaneously recombine poetry of love and 

~ire ~ that is accenred by chancr procedwe, the 

inttoo::tions of a) and b). These in~ play out 

the intimacy~ what they fut oonire but ulti

maidy tdl of the one who lenru her acrention, the 

wrirer, and the one who borrows ir, the readec 

The last work type is so self-magnified and oomed

iQlly cfucorred it operares out of reach of ready-made 

categorization. Ar. surfuce, it drops fi:arures of the fut 

two types: there are no mentions of, much le$ per

~nal intersections with, a day job; and there is no 

clarifying detail ofhO\V the work develops nor bade

~ on how it should be read 1bis type is so~ 

alxiur: oonventionally-rererenarl appeals to aiooil 

atnnrion that it= unmindful ofimf as poetry As a 

stand-alone, the\.\OIK that is 'not~ comes ro us sub

t.en:iooinly and with not a little hip haurew: 

_Love 1bmzs by Rene Ricard flawits the aurent 

pracnre of presenting pooru within a quasi~ 

chronology, that is, a oolleaion of recent or older 
work Ricard distorts sum t'l<TlA"'r,Jnn . . 

design, you'll realize, a foil to the fraudulent harmo

ny strudc between Larsens original and appropriat

ed tt:xts. One sixih of the book lifu decades-old soci

ological prose verbatim, penned by Erving 

Goflinan, 'J\. Great Canadian," and r.dlingly the 

author of such baleful-sounding ~ as Behavior 

in Public Places, lnten:ICtWn Ritual and Fmme 

Analysis. Heres a sample of one appropriation: 

--r--n, mnang up 
eras, ages, and names within and among the poc.:rru. 

In no more than 20 pages of ren, he gathers three 

shon pieces written one, 12 and 18 ycus befure their 

publication in love R:Jems. (Only the oldest and fun

niest poem, 'The Death of Johnny Stompanato," 

appeared earlier in Italy, with an Italian ~n.) 

One impte$K>n gleaned fiom this asliOranenr, is 

that Ricard is stigmaming his own rettospeaive, 

forcing the question of why only these pieo:s full 

under the rubric 'love poc.:rru.' Anyone funiliar with 

previous work, and most especially Rme Ricard 

19"19-1980, would recognize that a majority of his 

oeuvre is love poc.:rru. Ricard wrires here the way he 

has written befure, straightfurw.ud dedararive sen

tences as subterfuge for an ambition tied to physical 

love, but aoo bound up with physical demise, rage 

and public disgust beyond his oorurious under

standing. As he wrote in the poem '1 was born'' 

included in Rme Ricard "This isn't an this isn't poet

ry I don't believe fm/ writing this I don't believe fm 

reading this ... " NO\V in 'The Death of Johnny 

Stompanato" Ricard admits: 

I want a drink. I don't know what happened. 
I was young then I was old. I was paid for 

'/hen/ paid. &rythirzgsemzr lik ithappmNi 

Y~ or so long ago it happmNi IQ smnerme else. 

Riauds poetry is llllSCinring in its incredulity, fueled by 
the afimnath of love afturs with awful boys in his 

imagination, and the Ihm: piecrs in Love /tJems fit 

together within that~ tautology. The twitch

ing hilarity and disnubancr he evokes are equally at 

odds with the oool, oognitM tones of aurenr, for

mally ironic and~ smugavantN literarure. Ricards 

is hea~-breathing and enduring neo-romanricmt. 

His diction is sent up in the crisp, cb:ripme style of 

~ Hammer, that~ were Hammet a hwnorist 

pamanendy fullen out with Sam Spade. like his 

rcnnt ~ and youthful perfonnances in wm
ground films, Ricards ~ 1tJems is slender in '\\eighr, 

ahswdist in intenr, and extraordinary in its impason

anrl semiotics of tragiromedy. 
Then again there is David Larsen, aka LRSN. 

Cartoonisr, Berkeley Ph.D. candidate in oomp lir, 

d-publisher of artist/poet chapboo~ Larsen is eas

ily the oomplement to Ricard when it oomes to~ 

crcmng demarcations betwa:n subterfuge and the 

shame!=. Pick up a copy of Freaky IfYou Got This 

Far and make sense of the book fut as a tailored 

physical obj<x:r, a taaile fetish to savor in its variations 

in rexture and thickness within 30 pages. It's hanl to 

figure which pans are handmade and which 'manu

faaured' (Xeroxed), and thats pan of the tinker's 

1be gmemJ formula is apparent. 1be stigmatized indi

vidual is asked IQ act so as IQ imp!J neither that his bur

den is~ nor that bearing it fus made him di.ffemrt 

fonnus ... 

In some dimeruion, via Goflinan, Lar..en internal

izes the stigma of Ricard's persona-driven romanri

oon, and renders it thoroughly, methodically ironic 

per the dictum that one should not call am:ntion to 

ones "burden." Bur, hey, does Lar..en stop there? 

T ~ and with just a oouple of master strokes. he 

~ the two-page ~ =pred above, with a 

magic-ma.dcered "FRFAKYIF/ YOU GOf1HIS/ 

FARp. 13/ OR 14." Layer upon layer of ... frame 

analysis? Larsen is saying a) fm not saying this, 

Goflinan is; b) but f m using Goffinan for my= 

pu.qx=, heh, heh; c) I think; d) but why are you 

reading this jllllk?; e) anyway, lets remember this is a 

booklet fm putting together and, see, you can par

ticipate in my laying it out! 

Larsens black-and-whire visuals are epically 

ragbag, some ringoo with two or three of the cheesi

est-po&ble oolors. One tided urn Buy Thar Dream" 

pastes a swamp photo over fueled musical nocu:ion. 

The swamp is slimed in a mucous hue thats oon

trastt:d at the base with a plam:r of dead fuh on a bed 

oflettua: and =ipe tomatoes. AaUlo1i from this is 

the poem tided "THEY": 

1bey1/ understand. 
1bey'll have IQ understand. 
1hej:i Ix monrters not IQ understand. 
Wfut are they, some kind of crazy rnonsten? 

Larsen sates my appetite for chuckling with ~ 

He does this by raising only the bloodied rips of sin

ister propootion.s, leaving me to fill in the~ 

In a list-poem, back-tided '1t Takes a Lot to Kill a 

Young Person," Larsen identifies these five (of 13) 

potential arguments: 
1. lHE GWRYOF GOD 

2HISWRAJH 
3. 100 MUCH SPERM 

4. NOT ENOUGH SPERM 
5. IMAGINATlON 

Lm-en is insinuating an all-is-up-for-grab. rJOMn::lUs. 

~ that is at lea.st one oaasion for poeo:y. '~" he 
wntts, 'Theyre fucking throwing room~• He adds 
a rew lioo, late!; "Best vacation evo:" 

~ 
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tory that foreshadows "Veracruz," the much shon
er masteJpiece that doses the book. Stanley was 
born in San Francisco but beaune a Canadian cit
izen (and also a citizen of Ireland) and ronfusion 

of identity adds to the feeling of floating, of fluidi
ty, of being perpetually in transit between here and 
somewhere else. Stanley's poetry can be read as a 
response to Jack Spicer's idea that the poem comes 
to the poet from the outside as a form of dictation. 
(See Cocteau's beautiful movie Testament d'Orphte, 
with its enduring picture of the poet "receiving" his 
poems over the radio.) The way that Stanley shifts 
away from Spicer's poetics-coming out from 
under it all as into a clearing-is one of the books 
essential dramas. It's also something that you can 

forget about immediately. Even the earliest serial 
poems-"Pony Express Riders" and "White 

Matches''-5eem auspicious in their quietude, 
eschewing bitterness and cyncism for longing and 
personal displacement. Stanley obviously felt no 
inclination to canyon Spicer's vocation ofhed<ler 
in the~ (What carries over moo: from Sp~ 
to Stanley is the formers feeling of great tender
ness, which he communicated aJrno.g transcen

dently in his poems.) As this book clarifies from 
the opening, Stanley was onto something specifi.
cally his own long before he entered Spicer's magic 
workshop in the late 1950s. When I first read the 
fifi:een short poems that comprise "Pony Express 

A TALL, SERIOUS GIRL 
George Stanley 
Qua Books, 2003 

~rge Stanley's poems are fearless and anti
\1heroic. They're not pretending to change the 
world but do it simply by being. Stanley's main 
ambition is to ronvey being-ness as a kind of float

ing through time and space, like fulling, say, 
through a trapdoor into eternity. A trapdoor 
implies fear but also surprise and delight and eter

nity suggests death or timdessness. All these asoo
ciations are appropriate. These poems span more 
than forty years-some of them have been around 
for a long time. They haven't called for our atten
tion and Stanley-as part of his non-stance as a 
poet in the world-hasn't sought us out (by "us" 
meaning the readers who would most appreciate 
them). Several of the earlier poems first appeared 
in small press books published by the legendary 
White Rabbit Press in Califurnia while more 
recent poems were rollected in volumes by New 
Star Books in Canada. A Tall, Serious Girl(ro-edit
ed by Larry Fagin-a former rohort of Stanley's in 

the early 1960s when they were part of the Jack 
Spicer circle in San Francisco, and Kevin Davies, a 
Canadian poet now living in New York) was pub
lished by Qua Books in Rhode Island It's a beau

tiful hardrovered edition, designed by Deirdre 
Kovac with rover by Fran Herndon, and deserves 
everyone's attention. The book is divided chrono
logically and geographically. 1957-1970 is mostly 
in San Francisco, with a rertile year in New York in 
the early 1960s. From 1971 to the present. 
Vanrouver and Terrace (the latter a rown in 
Northern British Columbia where Stanley taught 
for several years). Stanley uses place in the histori

cal sense but also as investigation and paradigm of 
self, his poetics more akin to the Wtlliams of 
Paterson and especially 'The Desert Music" than 

to Olson's Gloucester. He certainly seems as care
ful and precise as either of these poets in engaging 
his surrounding5 and creating arrangements that 
then reflect the shapdiness of his thought. "San 
Francisco's Gone," the longest poem in the book, 
is also reminiscent of Charles Reznikoffin its auto
biographical straiglu-forwardness but veers into an 
dliptical meditation on genealogy and fumily his-
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RideJS" in the mid-sixties I thought of it as a 

horical poon about male bonding-about 
( as in a cornfield) realization, 

the answer ripening to the question .... meGIP . f 
fijendsruP, about a rommurucy o poets, about 

ae3cing a new mythology (yowig men on hon;e

&ack out in the open). All chat may still ring true 

on some Jevd, but its the cone of coral restraint, 

-~ and delicacy, echoing Roben Credey's 
early paems, chat makes chis poem great 

]ht sky goes round the earth, 
the fort white sun ~ up. 

]ht Itmy Express Riders 
ride on the plains. 

Indians on horseback 
fit a,ruws to their bows, 
anns dmw the bmvstringr taut, 

and the arrows fly! 

1k Pony Express Riders, 
struck by the anvws, 

fall fo,m their hurses 
to the plains. 

The fuse of many long sequences chat dominate 

the book, "Pony Expres.s Riders" is also the most 

detached, especially compared co "White 

Matches," a series of twelve 12-line poems written 

in New York a few years lacei: What links the cwo 

is the declarative statement, a way of speaking with 

authority chat makes anything sound absolute. 

The larer poem is J~ overtly thematic, more play

ful, occasionally tragic, non-narrative, more ron

scious of language and syntax, with an interesting 

echo of John Wieners' "Poem co Painters" written 

a few years earlier ("Now I long for what I know," 

Scanley writes in the beautiful ninth section of 

"White Marches," in response, perhaps, co 

Wieners' "Let us stay with what we know''), and 

with an emotional spark char confuses the bound

ary between ''self'' and "ocher." Ocher nocable 

sequences from the lace sixties and seventies are 

"You" (beginning "The enemy in the Viemam 

war is you''), "Feeling Out," and "Phaedrus", but 

a aue turning point comes with "Mountains and 

Air," an animated, ~-free, series of snapshot

meditations on "ordiruuy life," some of chem writ

ten on an airplane over Northern Canada: 

The dominant style of the later poems is casual 

~~ personal, marked by a free-wheeling use of the 
1. ' wlabashed nostalgia, an admitted self-con-

saousn~ about the ace oflemng· d I · 
d 

own, emnggo, 

an th~ ~ doing it. The thread of "being 
oneself IS built mco the poetics, and watching the 

~ of ani.6ce drop away down through the years 

IS one of the pleasures of this book. ''.Ac Andy's,,, 

the last long sequence, is dose co diary notation, 

and chronicles a recum visit to Terrace in the late 
1990s: 

Poetry means (a) I'm going to die-& (b) this 

notebook will be read by someone who will see 

how lacking I am-unless I destroy it-& I 

can't do that-that would be worse than keep

ing it-that would mean thinking of it. 

Better this shit than nothing, better be sitting 

on Andy's front porch with Teddy, imagining 

this shit being (miraculously) turned into a 

poem-as Spicer said, not the Vietnam War 

but Autumn in Vermont-a poem about obe

sity, cheerfal obesity, all the big people 

trundling their carts & bags of groceries out to 

their cars parked at the mall-one lifestyle

nothing but the economy--the drinking water 

sour-environmental movement focused on 

the immediate, daily threats to healtl-

Stanley's shift from the serial poem with its 

glimpse of a narrative co the more open 

ended sequence seems the equivalent of 

stepping out of an alleyway into a world 

charged with possibilities. This writing 

accurately mirrors the way the world 

changed between 1957-2000-a time of 

eventual openness, non-repressiveness and 

generosity which seems increasingly co be 

slipping away. Also significant is the model 

of che poet working for years in relative 

anonymity-sustained by a small commu-

'·'i/>.7~ ''J . ' N ' 

THE JACK KERO U ~<(? ,,S <;HOOL ,, 
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nity but basically off the map. This stance is 

akin to the Objectivists-Niedecker, 

Reznikoff, Zukofsky, Oppen and Rakosi

all of whom seem co be in a constant scare 

of well-deserved revival, and who are among 

the poets of the l~t century most likely co 

endure. George Stanley, one of the new 

American poets who followed, certainly 

deserves to be in their company, as well as in 

the company cf the best of his peers. 

Hopefully, A Tall, Serious Girl will be a seep 

in restoring his visibility. 
-Lewis Warsh 
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_ Shc1ron Mesmer and David Borchart 
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To the victor go the I-told-you-so's 
when burly angels move in 

wielding the implements of Haussmann. 
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that mean the mortal end of orchards. 
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